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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as a fulfillment of the
course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of
information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of
the device or infringement or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo
and its staff cannot be held liable of any use or misuse of this project.
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Abstract
The sponsor, EV Grid Inc. is a company looking to the future with the development of a
vehicle to grid infrastructure. The vehicle in development is a Ford E-250 Van which had been
converted to electric drive with a front motor, rear drive layout. The sponsor wanted to move
the electric motor to the rear and develop an axle to support this change. By eliminating the
driveshaft, a more efficient use of battery space could be utilized. The goal of this project is to
design and fabricate a prototype deDion rear axle which incorporates a system of drive
components that are both relatively easy to manufacture and service. The original axle loading
was analyzed to determine the necessary strength and fatigue properties of the new axle using
Modified-Goodman and Miners criterion. When the calculations were finished, the design was
finalized and moved into the manufacturing stage. All of the individual parts for the axle were
fabricated at Cal Poly and then delivered to EV Grid in order to be welded together. The
completed deDion axle, which replaced the solid rear axle, reduced the unsprung weight, used
commercially available driving components and can be quickly installed into the vehicle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
EV Grid Inc. is a company looking to the future with the development of a vehicle to grid
(V2G) infrastructure. V2G takes advantage of the fact that the majority of the life of a fleet of
electric vehicles (EV’s) is spent parked by plugging them into the grid and using their batteries
as energy storage devices. These vehicles can then feed power back to the utility grid on
demand. The same car now has two purposes, both as a mode of transportation and a source
of power for the grid. This adds incredible value to a vehicle without increasing its cost. A grid
capable EV has the ability to store renewable energy produced at peak generation times and
feed that energy back into the utilities network when electricity is in high demand. This function
is beneficial to the electricity consumer and the environment since it allows for the integration
of more renewable energy resources. It has the potential to benefit the owner of the vehicle
since electric companies will likely compensate them in some way for the use of their batteries.
An initial step towards understanding the intricacies of V2G is gathering data from real world
usage. EV Grid hopes to facilitate this data collection through the development of a battery
electric cargo van for fleet usage.
The cargo van in development is a Ford E-250 Van which has already been converted to
electric drive with a front motor, rear drive layout. Since the battery pack must be mounted on
the underside of the van, the current layout requires the battery enclosure to be packaged in a
way that allows the driveshaft from the front-mounted electric motor to transfer power to the
solid rear drive axle. The setup of this vehicle presents a unique problem in battery packaging
and capacity, which increases the cost and complexity of the battery to power the vehicle. To
increase battery capacity and decrease battery production cost, EV Grid desires to manufacture
the battery enclosure as one solid unit instead of two pieces that straddle the driveshaft of the
van. This necessitates that the electric traction motor be mounted in the rear of the van instead
of the front.
To make this new motor mounting location possible, the factory equipped solid rear
axle needs to be replaced with a new rear axle setup. EV Grid is currently in the process of
selecting the motor and transaxle that will be mounted in the rear of the van and is in need of a
new rear axle structure that can support the weight of the vehicle and payload. Also necessary
is some new means of transferring the torque from the motor to the drive wheels. The
proposed solution to replace the existing live axle is a deDion axle. A deDion axle consists of a
bent tube that maintains the position and alignment of the wheels in addition to the mounting
locations for the suspension components.
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While the deDion tube provides support and alignment, it is in essence a solid member
that cannot be used to transfer power to the wheels. This job will need to be done using some
system of axle shafts and flexible joints to transmit the torque output from the transaxle to the
wheels. In order to make this system feasible, it is preferable to use pre-existing components
possibly sourced from other vendors to reduce manufacturing costs and make the vehicles
easier to maintain.
Thus, the goal of this project is to generate a prototype deDion rear axle and system of
drive components that are both relatively easy to manufacture and service. The ease of
manufacture and service should derive from a large re-purposing of the existing suspension
parts on the van, and the use of other compatible original equipment manufacturing (OEM)
components. This new setup must be able to provide the same level of safety and performance
as a factory-equipped vehicle.

Objective
EV Grid seeks to simplify and enlarge the battery box in their electric Ford E-250 Van.
The overall objective for this project is to eliminate the drive shaft and mount the electric
traction motor in the rear of the vehicle. This will allow for a larger single battery box to replace
the two battery boxes that were once separated by a drive shaft. The target objective for the
Senior Project Team is to design and implement a deDion tube to replace the live rear axle
which is rendered unnecessary when the drive shaft has been eliminated. The deDion tube
must be integrated to provide stability and structural support to the suspension as well as rear
wheel alignment. A second and equally important objective for the team is to provide power
transfer from the transaxle to the wheels. This includes the team locating the transaxle in space
relative to the frame. Figure 1 below depicts the intended objective of this project. All of this
must be accomplished while considering the constraints set forth by the customer.

Figure 1. Current E250 eVan Layout (Left) and Intended Layout Objective (Right)
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The customer, EV Grid, has requested that the design meets the following constraints:
no increase in unsprung mass, no revision to current suspension geometry, and the re-use of
stock parts such as wheels, brakes and springs. Although EV Grid is the primary customer for
this project, it is important to keep in mind the end user of the vehicle, the people who will
purchase the electric van from EV Grid. These users will also be considered in the derivation of
the engineering requirements for the project.
To determine the most important design considerations at hand, a Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) diagram was developed (Appendix A). This diagram is a tool to connect user
specifications to measureable engineering standards in order to pinpoint crucial project targets.
By providing a method to identify and eliminate unnecessary specifications, a QFD allows the
designers to move forward on the project while keeping the goal in focus. In short, the method
ensures progress of the design in the direction that will most successfully fulfill the goals of the
customer.
One of the key considerations in designing any vehicle component is the life span. In the
case of this project, it must meet or exceed the properties of the current Dana 9.75” rear axle.
There are quantifiable techniques to ensure the lifespan of the modified axle: percent
elongation and axle bending stiffness will be used to help set requirements for graceful failure
as well as a long fatigue life. Graceful failure is a necessary safety measure in a vehicle axle; it
provides a slow decrease in performance that will alert the user to a problem and allow for
repair. On the other hand, catastrophic immediate failure can result in severe injury or death
and must be avoided. Long fatigue life will prevent premature failure of the axle. Maximum
loading is also correlated to life span of the axle. Designing the deDion tube to meet or exceed
the maximum load rating and the gross axle weight rating (GAWR) of the current axle will
ensure that the product will last as long or longer than the one it replaces. Yet another concern
related to vehicle component design is corrosion resistance, which is important in maintaining
the structural integrity of the product. Since the deDion is expected to endure for the life of the
vehicle, the serviceability of its components must be taken into account as well. The number of
parts, time to assemble and disassemble, and time to install are all factors that contribute to
the ease of maintenance of the axle. Once again, these will be compared to the accepted
standards provided by Ford for the Dana 9.75” axle.
Preliminary calculations of the maximum wheel loading were completed to give an
estimate of design load objectives in the early part of the first quarter. Over the rest of the first
and second quarters these loads were refined with detailed calculations. These loads are
defined in Chapter 4 Loading Analysis and calculated in the respective Appendix C.
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Stock integration constraints for this project have been defined by the customer to
simplify the conversion of the vehicle from gas to electric. Maintaining as many of the OEM
components as possible will also reduce cost and waste. Keeping stock parts or repurposing
existing parts from different production vehicles will eliminate the need for custom fabrication.
As a design constraint, EV Grid mandated certain components that cannot be redesigned or
custom fabricated such as the leaf springs, wheels, brakes, hubs and parking brake. However,
leaf springs may be re-arched and shackle lengths altered as necessary. Re-using elements of
the current suspension also fulfills the customer specification for easy manufacturability.
Manufacturability will be defined by the cost incurred to generate a completed product,
including the cost of all custom and off-the-shelf parts as well as installation labor.
Important design considerations for this project also include the physical packaging of
the deDion tube and related components. Care must be taken so that the axle maintains
appropriate clearances with other parts during suspension movement. Since one of the original
ideas behind the deDion conversion was that it maintains existing original Ford suspension
geometry, the following dimensions must be retained: the original Ford track width, ride height,
ground clearance, approach and departure angles and unsprung mass. It is crucial that the
unsprung mass not be increased because of the resulting degradation in suspension
performance. In fact, decreasing the unsprung mass as well as corresponding changes in
damping rates would provide desirable results. EV Grid’s original purpose for commissioning
the deDion tube was to increase battery space and reduce battery enclosure complexity.
Therefore, consideration must be given throughout the design and implementation to meet this
goal. A measurable method to verify that this is met will be measuring the percentage of
battery space that the design actually increases. Lastly, the appearance of the final solution
should be of professional quality consistent with major automotive manufacturers. This
increases consumer confidence in the functionality of the vehicle and instills an expectation of
quality in the overall product.
As mentioned, the E-250 with the Dana axle provides design targets for the
implementation of the deDion tube. Table 1 on the next page includes numeric values for all
the specifications discussed previously. The values in the table have been determined so that
the deDion axle matches or exceeds the performance characteristics of the Dana axle.
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Table 1: Formal Engineering Requirements Table

Spec
Target
Parameter Description
#
(units)
1
Same Bolt Pattern
8 X 6.5(in)
2
Maintain ABS
YES
3
Same Mounting Locations
YES
4
Maximum Normal Load
14100 (lb)*
5
Maximum Lateral Load
3400 (lb)*
6
Gross Axle Weight Rating
5520 (lb)
7
Parking Brake
YES
8
Stock Brake Integration
YES
9
Unsprung Weight
265 (lb)
10
Cost to Produce
TBD
11
Time to (Dis)Assemble
8.7 (hr)
12
Time to Install
8.1 (hr)
13
Elongation at Failure
TBD
14
Axle Bending Stiffness
TBD
15
Number of Custom Parts
TBD
16
Battery Space Increase
TBD
17
Ground Clearance
7.0 (in)
18
Ride Height Change
0 (in)
19
Approach Angle
TBD
20
Departure Angle
TBD
21
Wheel Alignment
TBD
22
Track Width
66.6 (in)
23
Visually Appealing
YES
24
Roll Center Height
TBD
*Specifications which still need final verification.

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

N/A
N/A
N/A
Min.
Min.
Min.
N/A
N/A
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Min.
±2 (in)
±1 (in)
±
±
±
±0.5 (in)
N/A
Max.

L
M
H
H
H
M
M
L
M
H
M
M
M
M
H
M
M
M
M
H
M
M
M
M

S
S
S
A, T
A,T
A, T
S
S
T
S
T
S
A, S
A, T, S
A
T, S
T, S
T, S
T, S
T, S
T, S
T, S
I
A

How Design Requirement Will Be
Met
Analysis
Test
Similarity to Existing
Inspection
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Symbol
A
T
S
I

Chapter 2
Background
The standard E-250 van is only available with a gasoline engine. The van is a Hotchkiss
drive layout consisting of a solid rear axle with leaf springs. No lateral or longitudinal location
links are used. If the front engine and rear drive layout is retained during a conversion to
electric drive, it necessitates a battery enclosure that is split into two sections to straddle the
driveshaft. This reduces the amount of space available for packaging the battery as well as
increasing the cost of manufacture and installation. Ultimately, this translates to a more
expensive vehicle with decreased performance.
Mounting the motor directly to the solid axle presents many problems.
 Unsprung mass of the axle is greatly increased
 Approach or departure angles are compromised
 The electric motor is subject to road vibrations
 Gear reduction options for the Dana 9.75” axle are not large enough to
accommodate the electric motor
The deDion tube does a good job of mitigating these problems: the electric motor and
gear reduction box can be mounted in a transverse configuration directly to the vehicle frame.
Also, the deDion is advantageous for this specific small production run of van conversions
because it does not necessarily change any suspension geometry, mostly preserving the
handling and characteristics originally designed and validated by Ford.
The standard rear axle in the Ford E-250 is a Dana 9.75” semi floating axle. Standard
factory axle specifications are presented in Figure 2. The axle shafts inside the axle housing
carry a portion of the vehicle load (normal force) as well as all of the rotating torque. The leaf
springs are dual rate springs. Mounted at the rear are the spring shackles with the rear spring
eye located above the shackle frame mount. The front spring eye is closer to the ground than
the rear spring eye. One side of each shock absorber is mounted to the solid rear axle inboard
of the leaf springs, the other is attached to a transverse cross member on the frame which is
located slightly forward of the rear axle center line.
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Figure 2. Dana 9.75” Specifications
Figure provided by Ford Truck Body Builder Advisory Service.

Figure 3. Views of the rear suspension components for the standard Ford E-250 rear axle. Photos
provided by EV Grid
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Table 2: Summary of relevant Ford E-250 specifications as declared by the Ford Body Builder Manual1

Axle
GAWR
Type
Housing
Material
Axle Housing Diameter
Housing Wall Thickness
Spring Centers
Wheel bearings
Axle shaft
Spline Minor Diameter
Spline Major Diameter
Number of Splines
Rear Brakes
Caliper
Piston Diameter
Rotor Diameter
Parking Brake
Rear Springs
Style:
Spring Rate
Wheel Lug Bolt Pattern

Dana 9.75"
5520 lbs
Semi-Floating
Cast Center
Steel
3.5 "
0.33"
48.92"
Straight Roller
1.36 in
1.45 in
35
Twin-Piston
1.89"
13.58"
Drum Style
multi-leaf
350/649 lb/in
8x6.5"

The E-250 uses disc brakes in the rear. Housed inside of the disc is the drum style
parking brake which uses the center of the disc brake rotor as the drum as shown in Figure 4.
The existing brake backing plate incorporates the disc caliper mount as well as the brake shoe
mounts for the parking brake. This axle uses a common wheel lug bolt pattern, which is also
used on full-sized pickups and vans produced by Chevrolet and Dodge as well as other Ford
products.

1

Ford Body Builder Manual
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Figure 4. Images of the rear brake assembly. The left image shows the brake with the caliper and rotor
installed. The right image displays the drum style rear parking brake which is visible after the rotor and
caliper have been removed. Photos provided by EV Grid

Since the semi-floating axle carries part of the vehicle load, an alternate load bearing
system must be developed for the use of the deDion tube. Modern four-wheel-drive (4WD) full
size trucks typically incorporate a driven 8 lug hub on the front axle. The ability to steer under
power requires a flexible coupling in the power transferring axle shaft. A flexible coupling
cannot support a bending moment, so the front 4WD hub wheel bearings must carry the
entirety of the normal and lateral load applied to the spindle, unlike a typical non-steered rear
axle which is semi-floating in all but the highest load capacity vehicles. The power transferring
axle shaft typically uses a u-joint located on the front knuckle’s steering axis (shown in Figure 5)
to allow the knuckle to steer and still allow for the transfer of torque. This joint on the steering
axis means that the front hub has a very short stub axle to transfer torque from the u-joint to
the spindle.

Figure 5. Image of the u-joint on a 4WD front axle. Image from JeepForum.com

In higher load capacity vehicles, like the Ford E350, the rear axle is not semi-floating but
full-floating. A full-floating rear axle differs from a semi-floating one in multiple ways, all of
which relate to how the axle carries the lateral and normal loadings from the vehicle. Figure 6
shows a cross section of the wheel end of a semi-floating axle; in this drawing, it can be seen
that the axle housing is the outer race of the wheel bearing and the axle shaft itself is the inner
10

race of the bearing. What cannot be seen in the figure is how the axle shaft is retained
horizontally in the axle housing, which is usually done with a heavy c-clip that locks the end of
the axle shaft in the differential. This configuration means that the axle shaft is what carries
both the normal and lateral loads of the vehicle, as well as the torque to turn the wheels.

Figure 6. Cross section drawing of a typical semi-floating rear axle. Image from g2axle.com.

On the other hand, a full-floating axle uses a spindle which is usually part of the axle
housing as the inner bearing race of the wheel bearings and a separate hub as the outer race.
The hub is usually retained with a large nut that also preloads the tapered wheel bearings. This
configuration allows the axle shaft to only be used for the torsional loading needed to transmit
power from the differential to the wheels. As can be seen in Figure 7, the axle shaft needs to be
attached to the outer hub to turn it. In the figure splines are used for this coupling, but more
traditionally a bolted flange is used to secure the axle shaft to the outside edge of the hub.

Figure 7. Cross section drawing of a full-floating rear axle.

Larger load capacity vehicles use the full-floating axle setup because the axle shaft of a
semi-floating system would have to be very thick to support the extra weight. The reason
lighter vehicles like the Ford E-250 do not use the full-floating axle are mainly budget related:
11

the lighter vehicles do not need such a robust axle and it is less expensive to produce a semifloating one.
All modern production road trucks with 4WD have a method of allowing for a majority
of the front drivetrain to be disconnected or free spin independently of the rest of the
drivetrain while operating on dry pavement. Ford hubs typically incorporate a type of locking
device in the actual hub itself. Operation of this hub can lock or unlock the spindle from the
axle, allowing the hub to either turn in unison or spin independently of the axle. Chevrolet and
Dodge trucks typically incorporate this locking and unlock feature inboard of the hubs by the
front differential. This means that the hubs are always locked to the front drive axle on a
Chevrolet or Dodge. This is relevant the group because a possible solution could involve the
use of a front hub from a 4WD vehicle implemented into the rear axle assembly; the use of a
locking Ford hub would be unnecessary in this application because the locking mechanism
would increase system cost and complexity.
Eliminating a bulky drive shaft to increase the battery storage capacity is not a new
concept. In fact, there are several cars on the road today that have been engineered to
eliminate the use of these cumbersome devices. For example, the Ford Ranger EV’s
implementation of a rear deDion tube eliminates the use of a drive shaft by replacing the solid
rear axle structure. This deDion axle, seen in Figure 8, is a thick walled aluminum tube. 2 With
no differential on this axle and therefore no place for a drive shaft to connect to, the motor
and transaxle are mounted directly to the rear chassis to allow for wheel accessibility.

Figure 8. 1998 Ford Ranger EV deDion Tube. GSFR Rear View from WikimediaWeb

The elimination of the rear differential and drive shaft on the suspension reduces the unsprung
weight of the car which allows for a more rapid response from the leaf springs and damping
system.3 To transmit torque from the transaxle to the wheels the Ranger uses CV joints. These
joints spline directly into a 5x4.5” lug pattern hub4 and provide appropriate angular deflection
2

Ford Customer Service Division
Maopherson, E.S.
4
Roadkill Enterprise
3
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as the suspension and chassis move independently from one another. The ends of the deDion
tube are welded to sand cast aluminum end brackets. These end brackets are then fastened to
the back of the brake plate and clamped to the carbon fiber leaf springs of the car, as seen in
Figure 9. Some pertinent specifications for this vehicle are shown in Table 3. The most notable
value in this table is the rear gross axle weight rating which provides some insight into the load
carrying capacity of the Ranger’s deDion tube.

Figure 9. Fastening of the deDion Axle. ©Ford Customer Service Division
Table 3: Specifications for the 1998 Ford Ranger EV5

Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating, GVWR
Rear Gross Axle Weight
Rating
Front Gross Axle Weight
Rating
Payload
Ground Clearance at
GVWR

5400 lbs
2808 lbs
2659 lbs
700 lbs
5.2 inches

Much can be learned from the implementation of the deDion on this truck; however,
limited research or technical documentation exists since approximately 1500 trucks were
produced from 1998-2002.6 The scarcity of this vehicle can also be attributed to the fact that
5
6

United States. 1998 Ford Ranger EV
Dixon, Chris
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these cars were originally leased and not sold. Once the lease was over the dealers recalled
these trucks. Eventually, some drivers still managed to purchase their vehicles back from the
dealers.
The Chevy S-10 EV is another electric vehicle that performs without the use of a drive
shaft. This is possible because the truck operates with front wheel drive in which the motor
mounts to the front chassis where CV joints transfer torque from the transaxle to the wheels.
Similar to the Ford Ranger, the Chevy S-10 had a short production life: 1997-1998.7 As such
these trucks are not seen in every day travel, which once again makes it difficult to gather
research or technical specifications on them.
Transforming a vehicle like the Ford E-250 from rear to front wheel drive would be an
expensive and lengthy process. This transformation would require a complete redesign of both
front and rear suspensions. A deDion tube, on the other hand, simplifies the procedure by
maintaining the E-250’s drive type and requiring a redesign of just certain components of the
rear axle. This justifies EV Grid’s decision to explore a deDion tube solution to remove the drive
shaft in order to increase storage capacity for its battery.

7

Crowe, Philippe
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Chapter 3
Design Development
One of the solutions considered was to utilize the spindles from the full-floating axle
housing of the Ford E-350. Use of these spindles would allow the deDion assembly to retain all
of the factory equipment brake components from the Dana axle, since the E-250 and E-350
share identical braking hardware. To incorporate these spindles into the deDion design, it first
would be necessary to buy or machine the spindles, and then buy the hubs and bearings that
are used on the full-floating axle of the Ford E-350. Once the spindles had been attached to the
deDion assembly, the E-350 hub and bearing and the existing E-250 brake hardware would
simply need to be attached to it. All that would be left would be to create a splined stub axle
shaft that could fit through the spindles. This stub axle shaft would then spline into a custom
made flange on the outside of the hub so that power from the electric motor could be
transmitted rotationally to the wheels. Figure 10 illustrates this concept: the stub axle shaft is
filled in light purple and the flange is dark purple. The rest of the parts in the drawing would
ideally be acquired from Ford and not custom made.

Figure 10. Conceptual cross section drawing of full-floating axle spindle solution

The problem with using the spindles from the full-floating system is that the spindles are
manufactured and then friction welded into the solid axle housing; they do not have a flange to
attach them to other components. This means that to buy the spindles, an entire axle assembly
must be purchased so the spindles can be removed from the axle tube, which has prohibitively
high costs. Another option is to manufacture the spindles from solid pieces of steel. It would
be complicated to manufacture these parts to function correctly because the spindles need to
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be precision ground and heat treated to have the same structural properties as the spindles on
the E-350 van.
Another proposed solution was to use a front hub from a 4WD truck as the wheel hub
and bearing on the deDion conversion. Using a 4WD front hub would require design and
manufacture of a new brake backing plate. The original brake backing plate did not have
enough material to enable drilling and tapping new holes to mount the 4WD hub. The disc
brake caliper, the 4WD hub and the parking brake shoes would all be mounted to this new
brake backing plate. This is a major advantage in that all of the existing Ford brake components
can be reused, including the disc brake rotor, caliper, and parking brake shoes. Reusing the
original brake equipment reduces initial development and production costs of the deDion axle
conversion while also retaining more component commonality with the internal combustion
version of the van. This makes fleet maintenance much easier since the same brakes will be
used across the fleet, increasing the value of the deDion van conversion to fleet operators.
Four wheel drive front hubs are found as original equipment on a multitude of
production trucks, vans and SUVS. However, there are several design constraints that limit the
possible hubs compatible with the deDion design to only a few hubs. One of the most
important constraints driving hub selection is the 8x6.5” wheel lug pattern of the stock E-250
wheels, which the hubs must match. The next most important spatial constraint is finding a hub
that does not interfere with the operation on the parking brake shoes. This is a factor of the
distance between the hub mounting flange and the wheel mounting flange.
Another spatial consideration is finding a hub that has a wheel center pilot diameter
that is no larger than the pilot diameter on the original E-250 axle. Lastly, the wheel mounting
flange on the hub must be of small enough diameter to fit inside of the brake disc rotor. These
4WD hubs are a “live spindle” type with female splines. In the deDion application, the drivetrain
torque will be transferred from the CV joints to the hub using these splines.
The front hub from a four wheel drive truck can be purchased off the shelf with the
correct bolt pattern and with or without integral wheel speed sensors, depending on the model
year. The 1994-1997 Dodge Ram 2500 hub has the correct bolt pattern; however it has no
wheel speed sensors. On the other hand, the 98-99 Dodge Ram 2500 hub has very similar
geometry to the 94-97 hub but incorporates an integral wheel speed sensor. One issue with
these years of Dodge Ram hubs is that the wheel mounting flange diameter (8.335 in) is too
large to fit inside of the disc brake rotor. The solution is to simply machine this diameter to the
correct dimension. The material removed is so small in comparison to the overall diameter of
the flange that it will not compromise the structural integrity of the hub.
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Figure 11. A possible layout of the hub and brake assembly. The detail view (above right) shows the tight
clearance between the brake shoe rib (red) and the 4x4 hub (gray). The white circle points out the
interference between the hub’s wheel mounting flange and the disc brake rotor. This diameter on the
hub will be turned down to a clearance fit.

Figure 12. Dodge Ram 2500 Front Hub from Solidworks

In order to determine the feasibility of incorporating a front 4 wheel drive hub to the
rear axle of the E-250 van a prototype BBP was designed. The goal of the prototype was to see
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if the hub could be appropriately integrated with the existing brake components. It became
difficult to visualize how the various hubs interfaced with the existing brake backing plate. The
hub boring on the plate had a smaller diameter than any of the potential hubs and would not fit
(Figure 13). Furthermore, a device was needed to assist in determining if the shoes from the
drum parking brake would interfere with the hubs. This guide could quickly conclude if the hub
would fit instead of calculating clearances and interferences every time a hub was selected. As
a result, it became necessary to prototype a new BBP to facilitate these tests. The prototype
would help establish a visual aid for how the disk and drum brake components integrate with
the different hubs.

Figure 13. Front hub from a 2005 Chevrolet Silverado Truck unable to fit into existing brake backing
plate of the Ford E-250

The first step in manufacturing the BBP prototype was to measure critical feature
dimensions from the existing plate. These pertinent dimensions, defined in Appendix B, help to
design a prototype where the hub fits into the BBP and integrates appropriately with the drum
and disk brake components. For instance, it is crucial to maintain the heights of the drum brake
attachment points in relation to the back side of the BBP where the calipers attach. By
maintaining these dimensions, the shoes can be located in the same position relative to the
brake calipers as it is when mounted to the original plate. It is also important to dimension the
key features from the center of the internal bore of the hub. This assists in manufacturability
when constructing the prototype on the mill and, more importantly, helps to maintain the
location of the hub in relation to the brake components. To assure accuracy in measuring these
critical features, the brake backing plate was set up in a mill and tools such as a dial indicator
and edge finder were used to locate necessary offsets and positions.
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Figure 14. Preparing to Machine 4.5” diameter Hub Bore with Offset Boring Head for Prototype.

Once the critical dimensions were determined, the prototype was ready to be built. The
focus of this model was to help with spatial relations when mounted to the braking
components. Since it was not intended to withstand stresses, the plate was made from MDF
wood, a soft and easy to machine material. The board was mounted in the mill and an offset
boring head was used to machine a 4.5” diameter clearance hole for the hub (Figure 14). The
machine was then zeroed at this location so that the necessary critical dimensions could be
oriented from the center hole. Next, the caliper mounting holes were added with a ½” drill bit.
Two additional holes were drilled on the board to help later locate the raised boss where the
parking shoes fasten. To make the drum brake attachment piece, a bar of wood was placed in
the mill and faced until its height maintained the same brake shoe attachment points, in
relation to the back side of the MDF brake plate, as the original. This piece then had its two
holes and two slots added using a ½” drill bit and a side-and-face cutter respectively. The shape
of the parking brake was stenciled on the MDF plate and cut with a scroll saw. Next, the brake
shoe attachment was aligned with the locating holes and fastened to the board with screws and
wood glue (
Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Completed Brake Backing Plate Prototype Mounted to Brake Caliper.
To account for the variable geometry in hubs, wooden spacers were created. These
spacers offset the hub from the BBP to create a more accurate representation of how the hub
integrates with the drum and disk brakes if a customized plate were to ever be made. The
figures below show the difference in hub integration with and without the spacers (Figure 16
and Figure 17). There is a notable interference between the brake shoes and the hub of the
1994 Dodge Ram hub; but, by adding ¼” spacers between the plate and hub, the shoes are able
to clear the flange and operate correctly. The prototype provides a visual guide to better
understand how the various components on the wheel will interface with one another.

Figure 16. Interference Between Brake Shoes and Flange of 1994 Dodge Ram Hub (Without Spacers)

Figure 17. Clearance Between Brake Shoes and Flange of the 1994 Dodge Ram Hub (With Spacers)

The prototype proved a success as it maintained the critical dimensions of the existing
BBP and helped establish which hubs could be incorporated into the design. It is able to
successfully mount to the brake calipers and the drum brake assembly and as a result,
determined that the ‘94 Dodge Ram hub was a viable option. Overall, the prototype made it
abundantly clear that a customized BBP will need to be designed and manufactured in order to
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accommodate the new hub. If the existing brake backing plate were to be used, there would
not be enough machinable space to drill out new mounting holes. Also, since the bore diameter
in the BBP is too small to support most front wheel drive hubs, it would need to be enlarged
and therefore compromise the structural integrity of the current plate. In addition, the
prototype demonstrated the necessary height and thickness that the BBP would have to be in
order to incorporate the braking components. As a result it seems appropriate to machine a
new BBP that includes appropriate height offsets, mounting holes, and a bigger bore size for
the new hub.
Incorporating a front four wheel drive hub to the rear axle of the van with customized
mounting fixtures for the hub, leaf spring and deDion attachment should fulfill all of the
customer’s requirements. A front four wheel drive hub can be chosen so that the 8x6.5” bolt
pattern of the van’s rear wheels can be maintained. Different bolt patterns would also change
the disc rotors and increase the number of customized parts for the project, which in turn
would increase the expense of the project. Furthermore, since these hubs are driven, they
contain CV splines that will enable power transfer from the transaxle to the wheels. The rear
mounted transaxle eliminates the need for the drive shaft and fulfills the design requirement of
increasing battery storage capacity.
A customized BBP will allow the four wheel drive hub to integrate with the disc and
drum parking brakes. While the original BBP works with these braking components, it does not
allow for the attachment of any front four wheel drive hub. It has a nonstandard bolt pattern
that mounts to a flange on the axle housing. The unusual bolt pattern makes the BBP unusable
for any off the shelf hub to mount to and the plate has relatively no material space for adding
bolt holes. The four wheel drive hubs have a bearing housing that extends out of the back and
in order for the hub to mount flush to the plate, this feature will need to pass through the BBP’s
axle clearance hole, which is currently undersized for all tested hubs. From the tested front
hubs, it is also apparent that the chosen hub will need to be offset by 2.85” from the original
plate location so that the brake shoes will not interfere with the wheel mounting flange. A BBP
with increased thickness will space the shoes from the hub accordingly and allow the brake to
work properly. Even though the fabrication of the BBP will increase cost through the addition of
customized parts, this piece will allow for use of the existing wheels and stock brake
components.

Conceptual Designs
After defining the wheel and brake mounting solutions, three methods of connecting
these components to the vehicle suspension and the deDion tube itself were proposed. These
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three different styles of attachment (called “uprights”) perform the same function in different
ways.
The first style of upright proposed was a tube-style type. As shown in Figure 18, this
upright uses large diameter tube sections with a flange on one end to mount the leaf spring,
BBP, and wheel hub assembly to the deDion tube. Recessed into the top side of the tube is a
leaf spring mounting plate with the same dimensions as the mounting plate on the Dana 9.75”
axle, which facilitates use of the current leaf springs. In order to attach the deDion tube to
these uprights, the deDion tube must be notched at both ends so that the upright tubes can be
welded to it.

Figure 18. deDion Tube with Tube-Style Uprights

This style of upright is beneficial because it allows the deDion tube to be mounted
almost horizontal to the wheel centerline. Since the tube can be oriented in this fashion, the
stock ground clearance of the E-250 will be preserved or improved. Another benefit is the very
professional appearance of the overall assembly with this style of uprights, as can be seen in
the figure. Also, the use of sections of large tubes as the uprights would possibly simplify the
construction of the axle assembly.
There are some disadvantages to this upright style. The first disadvantage was that the
bolt hole pattern for the selected 1998 Dodge Ram 2500 front 4x4 hub was approximately the
same diameter as the outboard round tube as can be seen in the below image. The tube outer
diameter could not be made larger due to the 1 inch ride height raise requirement. The tube
pictured creates the maximum allowable ride height increase of 1 inch. The inside diameter of
the tube cannot be made smaller as this would interfere with the CV joint chosen for this
application. To enable the bolts for the hub to be removed, the round outboard tube would
have to unbolt from the brake backing plate to enable removing the hub bolts. This means that
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the hub bolts would end up having to be sunken into the brake backing plate and an extra set of
bolts used to bolt the round outer tube to the brake backing plate. This would make for an
awkward design and significantly increase the thickness of the brake backing plate, adding
unnecessary weight.

Figure 19. Interference of Tube (Orange) and Hub Bolts (Grey) on Brake Backing Plate(Blue)

U-bolt Leaf Spring Attachment Concept:
An attempt was made to reuse either the original equipment U-bolts or longer ones
with the same bolt pattern to fasten the deDion tube to the leaf spring. This, in theory, would
provide several advantages. The existing plate that clamps to the top of the leaf springs could
be reused. Further, the design would be in part validated by its similarity to the common
method of attaching axles to leaf springs using U-bolts.
An issue arose when the design was being investigated involving U-bolt to CV joint
clearances. If the original U-bolt pattern is retained and an appropriately sized CV joint used,
the U-bolt will interfere with the CV joint. There are several possible ways to massage the
assembly into working, but these methods end up increasing the number of custom parts and
modifications required to the leaf springs and frame.
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Figure 20 U-Bolt Interferences in Tube Uprights

Possible leaf spring mounting options would include:
1) Using a larger diameter U-bolt. This would mean that more of the leaf spring is being

clamped between the upper plate and the axle. This effectively decreases the length of
the leaf spring that is able to bend, which overall increases the effective spring rate of
the leaf spring. However if it was acceptable to modify the stiffness of the leaf spring,
then it should reason that the customer would accept either re-arching or using a
different leaf spring of different arch. This would enable a much different deDion design
since maintaining the overall 1 inch ride height raise would be a function of the both the
increased size of the deDion tube and the reduced arch of the leaf spring. Simpler
methods involving neither of the above will be presented in following sections.
2) Moving the leaf spring mounts further inboard. This would require fabricating new leaf
spring mounting points and welding them to the vehicle frame. This would require too
much modification to the vehicle and would present challenging packaging concerns
with the vehicle frame and leaf spring.
3) Use a smaller CV joint and accept the reduced life span that a smaller joint provides.

These considerations inspired the second style of proposed uprights, which will be
called “plate-style”. Plate-style uprights use a gusseted structure composed of flat metal plates
to connect the deDion tube to the leaf springs, BBP, and wheel bearings. These uprights also
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incorporate a flat plate with the same dimensions as the leaf spring mounting plate on the Dana
axle to keep compatibility with the current leaf springs. As can be seen in Figure 21, two vertical
plates are welded to the leaf spring mounting plate at their top and to the deDion tube at their
bottom.

Figure 21. deDion Tube with Plate-Style Uprights

This style of upright is beneficial because the open configuration provided by the
vertical plates allows for these uprights to adjust to any size of CV joints. Also, since there is no
need for the half-shafts to be contained within a tube, there can be a much larger range of
unhindered vertical travel. Another benefit is that these uprights could preserve the stock ride
height of the vehicle since the leaf spring mounting plates do not need to be on the outside of a
large diameter tube. Lastly, this upright style could potentially be more rigid than the tube
style.
There are disadvantages to this upright style as well. First, the deDion tube must be
mounted several inches below the horizontal wheel centerline, which would lead to a decrease
in vehicle ground clearance. Second, the plate-style uprights are less professional in appearance
than the tube style. Also, this upright style could be slightly more difficult to assemble than the
tube style.

deDion Tube Sizing
The objective of any design chosen is to meet or exceed the design specifications of the
current rear axle in the van. To determine some of the critical design specifications, calculations
were conducted on the Dana 9.75” rear axle under the gross axle weight rating of 5520 lbs
(Appendix C). The calculations model the axle as a uniform steel tube in four-point bending. To
simplify the calculations, it is assumed that the axle extends to the track width of the vehicle. In
reality, the axle attaches to the back of the wheel, but for the purposes of these rough
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calculations, the assumption is valid because the extra length overestimates its deflection.
Furthermore, the differential housing is considered rigid and as such is removed from the
model with the track width corrected accordingly. To model the gross axle weight rating, two
2760 lb loads are located at the spring attachment points. The results from the calculations are
presented in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Calculated specifications for the Dana 9.75” rear axle under the gross axle weight rating
(GAWR).

Maximum Shear Stress
Maximum Bending Stress
Deflection of Tire Relative to Spring Mounting Location
Angular Deflection of Tire

1669 psi
10239 psi
0.0309 in.
0.217o

The design for the deDion tube should be able to match or surpass the calculated
specifications of the Dana 9.75” axle. Once the appropriate CV joints are selected, the final
concept for the deDion assembly can be chosen. Knowing the size and angular displacement
range of the joints will help to determine the critical geometry of the deDion tube such as its
diameter, thickness, and sectional lengths.
To help select the appropriate tube for the bent deDion assembly, calculations for the
assembly deflection at the wheel were conducted at the GAWR, modeling the geometry and
material as variable terms (Appendix D). Equation 1 and Equation 2 respectively show the
deflection of the tire relative to the spring mounting location and the angular deflection of the
tire. Choosing material and dimensions that will match or reduce the deflection of the current
axle will help to ensure that the chosen concept meets specifications. The model used to
produce these calculations assumes the deDion tube to be of a uniform cross section that
extends to the track width of the vehicle. Also, the spring mounting locations were assumed to
be the same distance from the tires as in the Dana 9.75” axle. Through various beam bending
models, the following equations were produced for the bent deDion tube assembly:
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CV Joints
The type and size of the CV joints selected will play an important role in the design of
the deDion tube to leaf spring mounting geometry. In the deDion axle solution, the CV joint is
located directly beneath the leaf spring to deDion mount. The wheel centerline has to be low
enough relative to the leaf spring to allow for proper clearance between the CV joint and the
leaf spring mounting location. This means that the outer diameter of the CV joint will have a
large influence in the final leaf spring mounting geometry as a larger CV outer diameter will
require moving the axle centerline lower relative to the leaf spring, increasing the overall
vehicle ride height.
CV joints are used to accommodate the different angles that develop between the halfshaft and wheel rotational axis as well as the angle between the half-shaft and the transaxle
output axis as the suspension moves up and down through its complete range of travel. The CV
joint is also used to accept the plunge motion resulting from the distance changing between CV
joints as the suspension travels. Typically, modern vehicles have a fixed joint on the outboard
end of the half-shaft and a plunging joint on the inboard side. Fixed outboard joints are ball
style constant velocity joints. Plunge is usually compensated for by a tripod style joint on the
inboard side, although plunging ball style joints also exist.

Figure 22. CV Joint Styles
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A typical maximum plunge distance for a tripod or plunging ball style joint is
approximately 50mm and they can usually support a maximum angle of about 25⁰. Fixed ball
style joints are capable of angles of over 45⁰. This is why fixed ball style joints are typically used
on the outboard side of front wheel drive cars that have angle changes from suspension travel
and steering inputs.
CV joints fatigue in a manner similar to rolling element bearings. The rolling elements
and races become worked hardened and brittle from continuous loading and unloading cycles
until surface pitting begins. Calculation of estimated fatigue life for CV joints is similar to the
calculation of the estimated fatigue life of rolling element bearings, except that there is an extra
term to account for the increased load applied to the joints due to the angle of the half-shaft to
the wheel rotational axis. This means that it is important to keep the CV angle at static ride
height as low as possible to maximize the life expectancy of the joints. Another common CV
joint failure mode results from the tearing of the CV boot. This allows for the lubricating grease
to be flung off the CV joint due to centrifugal force from the rotating axle. Moisture and dirt are
then allowed into the grease, eventually abrading the contact surfaces of the CV joint until
failure occurs.
CV joint fatigue is also a function of the average and peak torques being transmitted by
the joints. SAE publications have developed theories that can be used to determine a series of
factors that predict these torque loading cycles based upon the weight, gearing, power and
typical drive profile of the vehicle. The average CV angles are then incorporated into this theory
to estimate the total life cycle of a particular type and size of CV joint in miles.
CV joints have a finite allowable range of motion. Therefore it is critical to ensure that
the suspension vertical deflection combined with the lateral positioning of the transaxle do not
create a situation in which the suspension may travel to a location outside of the acceptable
travel limits of the CV joint.
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Ford E-250 Chassis

CV Joint
BorgWarner
E-gearbox
Conceptual Axle

Figure 23. Demonstration of CV angularity Range in E-250
Chassis Model and E-gearbox provided by EV Grid

In the E250 deDion application, the AC Propulsion AC 150 motor and BorgWarner E-gearbox
propulsion combination have to be offset 45 millimeters from the center of the vehicle in order
to allow appropriate clearance between the frame and the traction motor. The transaxle is also
located vertically as high as possible without hitting the frame to provide for the most possible
ground clearance. This results in the following values for CV angles and plunge:
Table 5: Geometric Limits for CV Joints

Left Side

Right Side

Maximum Allowable Angle

25°

25°

Actual Max Angle

10°

10.2°

Ride Height Angle

1.8°

1.8°

Maximum Allowable Plunge

50mm

50mm

Actual Max Plunge

9.5mm

10mm

As can be seen, the CV angles and plunges are well within the allowable limits.
For the deDion axle project, the final CV joint selection was accomplished through the series
of steps outlined below:
1) Define a minimum expected life cycle in miles.
2) Define a standard ride height angle. This is a function of both the distance from the axle
centerline to the leaf spring as well as the mounting position of the transaxle. This
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defines the maximum CV joint angle experienced based on retaining the OEM
suspension travel limits.
*The transaxle centerline can be moved vertically to change the standard ride height
angle.
3) Pick a combination of CV joints with a maximum angle and plunge that allows for
complete suspension movement based on step #2.
4) Perform calculations to determine a range of CV’s meeting the specifications in step 1-3.
5) Pick a combination of inboard and outboard CV joints from step 4 that have the most
favorable external dimensions for packaging in the final upright design.

Concept Selection
A combination of the previous two upright styles resulted in the third upright style,
referred to as the “boxed-tube upright”. As shown below, this style upright incorporates a
straight round tube connected using a structure composed of several plates to a large square
extrusion. Mounted to one open end of square extrusion would be the BBP and hub, while the
top of the extrusion incorporates mounting holes to attach the stock leaf springs.
This style of upright is beneficial because it allows the deDion tube to be mounted
horizontal to the wheel centerline, improving the rear ground clearance of the vehicle. Also,
since it is square in shape, it allows for more clearance for mounting the hub to it. Using a
straight deDion tube is also beneficial because it eliminates the need for bending large
diameter thick-walled tubing. Another benefit is the professional appearance of this type of
assembly. Lastly, this style of upright would be considerably easier to manufacture than the
previous two options.
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Figure 24. Final deDion Tube with Boxed-Tube Style Uprights

There are some disadvantages to this upright style also. One disadvantage is that the
ribs used to connect the straight tube to the uprights could weaken the overall structure of the
assembly.
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Chapter 4
Final Design
The figures below give an overall view of the final design in context with the other Van
components. Dimensional drawings of the deDion assembly and all parts are included in
Appendix K.

Figure 25. deDion Assembly with Motor and Transaxle with CV Half Shafts Removed

Figure 26. View of deDion Assembly in E250 Van Chassis
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Parking Brake Shoes
Straight deDion
Tube

98-Dodge Front Hub
SKF #BR930407

Upright Assembly

Brake Disk Rotor

Figure 27. Exploded View of deDion Axle Assembly

Design Description
This design utilizes a hollow steel tube to connect the rear wheels of the vehicle to each
other and to the factory installed suspension system of the vehicle. The hollow steel tube
(called the deDion tube) provides the support structure of the rear half of the vehicle and
payload in replacement of the original solid axle. To allow the output splines of the transaxle to
be aligned with the wheel axis and provide minimal CV joint angle at ride height, the hollow
tube is offset from the wheel centerline towards the front of the vehicle. To connect the wheels
and brake hardware to the offset tube, metal plates are welded into a polygonal structure that
allows tapered size from the larger wheel upright square tubing to the smaller deDion tube.
Wheel hub bearings are bolted to the custom machined brake backing plate, which in turn is
welded onto the wheel upright square tubing. The wheel upright square tubing allows for the
CV joint half shafts to travel through its center from the wheel hub bearings to the transaxle,
while still providing a mounting surface for the vehicle ride springs. This configuration maintains
the original vehicle suspension components and original vehicle brake and wheel hardware
while minimizing the rear axle ride height increase.
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Loading Analysis
Forces Applied at the Spring and Hub:

Figure 28. deDion Tube Loadings

As pictured above, there are several road loads acting on the hub end of the deDion
axle. These forces are then reacted by the leaf springs. The applied forces at the hub include the
longitudinal force in the vehicle x-axis, which can be positive or negative corresponding to
acceleration or braking. A normal force in the vehicle z-axis supports the vehicle weight
multiplied by the acceleration of the vehicle mass. Note that SAE convention defines the vehicle
coordinate system with the positive z-axis pointing into the ground. A lateral force is applied in
the direction of the vehicle y-axis. This force results from cornering loads and is reversible
depending upon the direction the vehicle is cornering. A torque is produced on the brake rotors
when the brakes are engaged; this results in a moment on the square extrusion that is then
reacted by the leaf springs (moment reaction to braking torque at leaf springs not pictured.)
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deDion Tube Loading
Looking at the deDion tube from the back, the loading appears as follows:

Figure 29. Side-View of deDion Axle with Applied Loading

The normal force applied at the hub by the ground (red arrows) is reacted by the leaf
springs (blue arrows). The braking moment can be ignored in this senario because the leaf
springs will counteract the moment. This means that the loading case on the deDion tube
becomes pure bending as depicted below:

Figure 30. Side View of deDion Tube with Bending Moments Resolved

Since the ground can never exert a downward force on the wheels, the bending
moment never reverses directions except in the rare case that the van leaves the ground. In an
airborne vehicle, the reversing forces would be less than 5% of the total load carried by the
axle. Therefore only alternating, non-reversing bending load needs to be considered for fatigue
and yield purposes.

deDion Tube Predicted Loading
Predicting the applied loading is very important for accurately finding the stresses in the
deDion tube and estimating the fatigue life of the tube. In the absence of available data to
determine the load, assumptions were made as follows based on vehicle configuration.
It is desired that the stresses experienced in everyday driving be below the Endurance
Limit stress of the chosen material by a factor of safety of at least 3. These everyday frequently
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repeated stress cycles result from minor variations in road surface as well as load transfer due
to vehicle longitudinal and lateral acceleration. To estimate the loads carried by the axle under
these cases, it was assumed that typical driving results in a leaf spring deflection of ±2 inches
from static ride height. Knowing the spring rate of the leaf spring enables the forces and
therefore the stresses in the deDion tube to be calculated.
The deDion axle will also be subjected to less frequent but more extreme loading
situations. Since these situations occur relatively infrequently, they need not produce stresses
that are less than the endurance limit for fatigue. These forces must instead occur infrequently
enough at the appropriate stress levels to allow for the axle to last for at least 1 million miles.
This analysis was performed using Miner’s Cumulative damage theory. The extreme stress level
was found by assuming that the van has a total of eight inches of suspension travel. The first six
inches use the normal spring rate, and the final 2 inches use the much higher “overload” spring
rate. The force required to fully compress the springs to the bump stops is assumed to be the
maximum extreme loading scenario. The stresses found for the various loading scenarios are
presented below.
Table 6. Stresses in deDion Tube

σride

1909 psi

σmax

3000 psi

σbottom

5296 psi

The fatigue calculations for the deDion tube along with the assumptions included in the
calculations can be found in Appendix E at the end of this report. These assumptions model the
deDion tube as a simple beam in bending in which the area of concern is the middle of the
beam so there are no stress concentrations in this area. The results of the fatigue calculations
are that a steel alloy with an ultimate tensile strength of at least 100 kpsi is needed to give the
required design a factor of safety of 3 on fatigue. This then produces a lifespan based on
Miner’s rule of 1.2 million miles.

Sizing the deDion Tube
In order to size the tube for this assembly, careful consideration of the deflection of the
original axle of the van was taken. As mentioned previously, the objective of the deDion tube
assembly is to meet or exceed the design specifications of the current rear axle in the van. The
critical design specifications for the Dana 9.75” rear axle were determined under the gross axle
weight rating of 5520 lbs . The deflection and stiffness of the axle were determined and results
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are shown in Table 7. Note that these are the same results from Appendix C but with the
addition of stiffness, material properties, and axle geometry. A more detailed explanation of
the assumptions and reasoning behind the calculations can be seen in the Design Development
section. The selected material and geometric properties of the straight deDion tube must
match or surpass the calculated specifications of the Dana 9.75” axle; the van with the deDion
tube assembly should not have a greater deflection at the tires than the current van.
Table 7: Calculated Deflection for Dana 9.75" Rear Axle Under Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR)

Material

Modulus of
Elasticity, E
(psi)

Steel

3.0E+07

Current Dana 9.75" Axle Specs
Second
Outer
Inner
Thickness, Moment
Diameter, Diameter,
t (in.)
of Area,
D (in.)
d (in.)
I (in^4)
3.5
2.84
0.33
4.17

YAB
(in.)

Stiffness
(lb/in)

θA
(degrees)

0.0309

8.93E+04

0.217

To predict the appropriate size of the tube for the new assembly, a deflection analysis
was performed (Appendix F). Similarly to the Dana 9.75” bending model, these calculations
consider the deDion assembly in four point bending due to the reaction force on the tires from
the GAWR and the force from the attached leaf springs. Specifically, the model analyzes the
deflection of the tires with respect to the leaf springs. The square extrusion where the leaf
springs mount is assumed to extend to the centerline of the tire. In reality, the square tube
attaches to the hub bearing near the inside of the tire, but for the purposes of these
calculations, the assumption is valid because the extra length overestimates its deflection. The
square extrusion is modeled as a cantilever beam rigidly mounted to the leaf spring attachment
point with the reaction force from the tire causing deflection. To further simplify the
calculations the enclosed fins, which attach the tube to the square extrusion, are modeled as a
thin walled square tube. This piece of the assembly is in torsion from the loading at the wheels
and as a result its angular deflection also contributes to the tire deflection. Lastly, the tube is
modeled as another cantilever beam with the wall at the line of symmetry in the assembly. The
tube deflects due to a moment, which is equal to the torque exerted on the fins. The geometric
and material properties for the square extrusion, the fins, and the tube were left in variable
form. By changing the material and geometric parameters the desired deflection for the deDion
tube can be met. The resulting equations for the deflection at the tires for the deDion assembly
are shown below.
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Next, a spreadsheet was used to vary the material and geometry options for the deDion
tube. Material properties and geometry were specified for the square extrusions and enclosed
ribs. A list of different sized aluminum and steel pipes was generated based on commercially
available tubes. Equations 5 and 6 were then input into the spreadsheet to determine the
deflection for the tube based on its material and size. The tubes that had greater deflection
than the original axle were unusable and therefore highlighted red; those that met the
deflection requirement were left uncolored. When aluminum was specified for the square
extrusion and the enclosed rib, the spreadsheet specified Schedule 80 steel pipe with an outer
and inner diameter of 8.63” and 7.63” respectively to be used in the deDion assembly
(Appendix G: Figure G1 and Figure G2). When steel was specified for both parts, the
spreadsheet indicated more reasonably sized tubes such as a steel pipe with an outer and inner
diameter of 4” and 3” respectively (Appendix G, Figure G3 and G4). The calculations made it
apparent that steel must be used for the square extrusions and fins. Furthermore, the
equations indicated that the deDion tube should be steel with a nominal 4” outer diameter and
0.5” wall thickness. The deflection results can be seen in Table 8 for the specified material and
geometry of the tube, square extrusion, and enclosed ribs. Fatigue analysis was then performed
to more specifically determine the type of steel needed for the deDion tube.
Table 8. Calculated deDion Tube Deflection Results Under Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR)
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MV-1 Model Validation for Stiffness
Vehicle Production Group (VPG) manufactures and sells
a vehicle called the MV-1 pictured at right. It was designed
from scratch to accommodate a wheelchair and wheelchair
ramp. In order to efficiently package the ramp, VPG elected to
utilize a deDion rear axle. The senior project team was able to
locate an MV-1 and take measurements of the deDion axle in
the field. The dimensions of the MV-1 deDion tube were 3.25”
outer diameter and 2.75” inner diameter and a GAWR of 3,680
lbs8. Using the dimensions of the MV-1’s aluminum deDion
tube in the previous stiffness model, the axle stiffness for the MV-1 was approximately one half
of the predicted stiffness of the Dana 9.75” axle from the Ford E250. Since the Ford E250 axle is
rated at about twice the GAWR (5,280 lbs), this validates that the model model and stiffness
goals are within reason when compared with existing vehicle designs.

Figure 31. VPG MV-1 deDion Tube

deDion Tube Fatigue, Safety and Material Selection
The inner and outer diameter of the deDion tube as well as the cross sectional area of
the connecting fins was mostly driven by axle bending stiffness concerns. Since all carbon steels
have approximately the same elastic modulus, knowing a particular steel alloy was not a very
important factor in determining the dimensions of the deDion tube for stiffness consideration.
However, for fatigue and lifespan calculations the ultimate and yield strengths of the different
steel alloys are very important.
In addition to first cycle yield or failure, fatigue failure is an important mode to be
considered. A sudden catastrophic failure of the axle is the biggest safety problem that must be
8

Vehicle Production Group™
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accounted for in this design. A catastrophic failure would lead to loss of control of the vehicle
and potentially result in injury or death. For this reason, fatigue life of all components of the
axle must be accounted for and a steel with the appropriate characteristics chosen to provide
the necessary factor of safety on fatigue failure and the desired fatigue life in miles.
A fatigue factor of safety of 3 is a typical factor used in the automotive design industry.
Furthermore, the deDion axle sponsor specified a design lifespan of 150,000 miles. The deDion
senior project team specified that this design lifespan should be greater than 1 million miles.

Stress and Fatigue of Square Extrusion to Brake Backing Plate Weld
The loads on the square extrusion welds can be resolved into the following simple
loading cases:

M braking
F longitudinal

F Lateral Reaction

F Lateral
M braking

F Normal

Figure 32. Stresses on BBP and Square Extrusion

The forces carried by the welds between the brake backing plate and the square
extrusion can be resolved into an axial force from the lateral loading and a shearing force from
the vertical and longitudinal forces as well as the braking torque.
The same fatigue factors of safety apply to this joint as the deDion tube. A factor of
safety of at least three is desired for common driving loads compared to the endurance limit of
the steel used. A 1 million mile fatigue lifespan was desired when large hits were considered
using Miner’s Cumultaive Damage theory. The fatigue and stress calculations can be found in
Appendix E at the end of this report.
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Stress and Fatigue of Square Extrusion, Fins, and deDion Tube Welds:

Figure 33. Free Body Diagram of deDion Assembly Under Critical Loading Conditions

In the free body diagram of one side of the deDion assembly pictured above (Figure 32),
the worst-case scenario of an oblique 3g force (such as a pothole at speed) being applied to one
wheel while the vehicle is loaded at maximum rated capacity, braking at maximum brake force,
and cornering with maximum lateral acceleration is analyzed. This worst-case scenario is a
highly conservative overload situation because the likelihood of maximum cornering, maximum
braking, maximum loading, and a large pothole hit all at the same instant is very low. The 3g
pothole force applied at the tire point of contact with the ground at 45° is a conservative
approximation of a high-speed pothole impulse. The other forces defined in the FBD were
calculated using the basic vehicle dynamics principles that allow for estimation of maximum
brake force and maximum lateral force at the tire contact point with the road surface. Table 9
below is a summary of the forces used in the following calculations.
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Table 9. Defined Wheel Forces for Vehicle Under Critical Loading Conditions

FLateral
FNormal
FPothole,x
FPothole, z
FBrake

1932 lbf
2760 lbf
11710 lbf
11710 lbf
2444.6 lbf

After the forces were defined, free body diagrams in three dimensions were drawn of
one side of the axle assembly cut at the various weld areas (weld from square extrusion upright
to fins, weld from fins to deDion tube). For the weld from the square extrusion upright to the
fins, a simple weld cross-section was available. On the other hand, the weld between the fins
and the deDion tube represents a much more complicated geometry, so a conservative
rectangular cross-section was assumed at the minimum possible weld area (pictured in Figure
34).

Figure 34 . Assumed Weld Cross-Section for Weld Between deDion Tube and Fins
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From the free-body diagrams and the defined weld areas, calculations could be
performed in order to define a combined loading situation at each of the defined weld surfaces.
From these combined loadings, the bending and torsional shear as well as the tensile stress in
the weld could be calculated. Once the stresses in the weld were defined, a full von Mises
approximation could be used to define the equivalent stress in the weld based on different
weld throat thicknesses. This formula was then input into a spreadsheet program (Table 10.
Factors of Safety of Weld Between Square Extrusion and Fins Using ASTM A514 Steel Material
Properties) and used to find a weld throat thickness that provided a factor of safety (n) of
approximately 2 for both weld areas, which in the critical loading situation is acceptable
because the critical loading situation is highly conservative and will most likely never occur.
Table 10. Factors of Safety of Weld Between Square Extrusion and Fins Using ASTM A514 Steel Material
Properties
Worst-Case-Scenario
Weld Throat (h), in
0.1
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.2
0.225
0.25
0.275
0.3
0.325
0.35
0.375
0.4
0.425
0.45
0.475
0.5

n
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2.0

Once an acceptable base material and weld throat thickness for the maximum critical
loading case was defined, a cyclic loading case for fatigue failure had to be developed. To do
this, the load amplitude was approximated as follows: FBrake was defined to be fully reversed,
assuming the vehicle oscillates between maximum braking and maximum acceleration; F Lateral
was also defined to be fully reversed, assuming the vehicle oscillates from maximum cornering
in one direction to maximum cornering in the opposite direction; FNormal was not defined as fully
reversed, but oscillates between maximumpositive force and zero, because there cannot be a
force larger than the force of gravity on the axle assembly (which is negligible compared to the
vehicle weight) when the vehicle is fully unloaded in the z-direction; lastly, FPothole was defined
as zero because it assumed that under regular driving conditions this kind of maximum pothole
force occurs so infrequently as to be negligible over the intended lifetime of the deDion
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assembly . Using these definitions in the same FBD’s as drawn for the critical loading cases,
maximum (positive) and minimum(negative) stresses could be determined for the cyclic
loading of the assembly as a function of the weld throat thickness. These were also input into a
spreadsheet program so that fatigue factors of safety could be determined for varying weld
throad thickness assuming base material to be ASTM-A514 (Table 11). Hand calculations used
to verify the results of these spreadsheets are shown in Appendix I.
It should be noted that with the selected weld throat thickness (h=0.5in), the most
conservative fatigue factor of safety for the weld between the fins and the deDion tube falls
slightly below 3; this has been deemed acceptable because of the very conservative weld area
that was assumed in order to perform the calculations that led to this factor of safety.
Table 11. Calculated Fatigue Factors of Safety for Weld Areas
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Leaf Spring Bolt Analysis
The grade or property class of the bolts used to fasten the leaf springs to the deDion
axle was determined by matching the class of the u-bolts used on the original axle. Since the
grade of the M16x2 u-bolts was not able to be concluded through research, the grade was
instead determined from their specified torque. According to Perry Ford Lincoln of San Luis
Obispo, the Ford E-250 Van uses a torque specification range of 110-150 ft lbs for the leaf
spring u-bolts. Accounting for the highest torque, and assuming zinc plated bolts which results
in a torque factor of 0.20, a preload of 14,286 lbf was calculated. Using the preload with the
documented tensile stress area for an M16x2 bolt of 157mm2, a proof strength of 539.2 MPa
was calculated. Table 8-11 in Shigley’s 9th ed. of “Mechanical Engineering Design” lists the
property class of bolts with corresponding proof strengths. According to this table, a property
class of 8.8 with a proof strength of 600MPa most closely matches the calculated u-bolt
strength. To account for a factor of safety, a bolt with a property class of 10.8 with a proof
strength of 830 MPa will be used to fasten the leaf springs to the deDion axle. Detailed
calculations for determining the grade of leaf spring bolts can be found in Appendix N.
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Chapter 5:
Procurement of Materials
Table 12. Pricing and Sources for Major Components

Item

Price

6”x6”x18” A500 Square Tube
98’ Dodge Hub #1
Raw
98’ Dodge Hub #2
Materials
4”OD x 52” Length 4130 Steel Tube
A514 Steel for Fins & A36 Steel for BBP
1018 Steel for Brake Shoe Bosses
Shock Mount Material and Water Jet
(2) 6”x6”x6” Right Angle Blocks
(2) 2”x2” Square Tubing
Jig
6”x12”x1/4” Steel Plate
6”x12”x1/4” Steel Plate
Assorted Bolts and Fasteners
CNC Tooling CNC tools
(16) 9/16-18 Wheel Lug Studs
(8) M14x1.5-55mm Hub Bolts
Hardware
(8) M16x2-80mm Leaf Spring Bolts and
Washers
Total

$75.73
$250.00
$271.18
$506.76
$452.88
$14.95
$30.00
$114.29
$121.10
$34.81
$34.81
$29.28
$201.32
$46.01
$36.87

Vendor
Industrial Metal
Supply
Napa Auto
Napa Auto
Factory Steel
Discount Metals
McCarthy's Steel
Motive Systems
Victor Machine
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Miners ACE
Maritool and MSC
O'Reilly’s
Fastenal

$53.03

Miners ACE

$2,273.02

The total for raw materials, hardware and required tooling was $2,273.02. All prices
above are total cost including cost of shipping to San Luis Obispo. The A500 square tube was
purchased in person at Industrial Metal Supply in Sun Valley, CA. The hubs were purchased in
person at Napa Auto in San Luis Obispo. The hubs are discounted from their standard price of
$327.24 using Napa's Cal Poly student discount. The deDion tube was sourced from Factory
Steel and Metal Supply in Michigan. This was due to the fact that although there are several
vendors in Southern California able to supply a 4" OD 3" ID 4130 normalized tube, their
quotations were in the $700 to $800 range. It ended up being much cheaper to purchase and
ship the tube from Michigan. The fins and brake backing plate material were ordered online
from Discount Metals. In order to use the Cal Poly's CNC machine, students are required to
purchase their own tooling. We therefore purchased a 0.75" 4 flute corner radius end mill along
with a 0.25" 4 flute flat end mill from Maritool online. Both of these tools were TIALN coated to
increase their cutting speeds for the harder A514 steel. We were able to borrow a 0.25" ball
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nose tool from SAE Baja for our use. An M16 tap had to be purchased since the Cal Poly
Machine Shop does not have large metric taps. We ordered this through the Cal Poly IME
department to take advantage of their discount.

Final Design Modifications:
Initially the plan was to attach the leaf springs to the rear axle by drilling clearance holes
on top of the square uprights and fastening the bolts with nuts inside the tube. However, when
we received the square extrusion the corners had radiuses which made it impossible to fit a nut
on the bolt without interfering with inner radius of the tube. To correct for this oversight, the
square uprights were redesigned so that the M16x2 leaf spring bolts could be directly tapped
into the parts and eliminate the need for nuts. In order to ensure that the threads in the ASTM
A500 steel uprights would not shear off, analysis was conducted on the material. Using
SolidWorks, it was concluded that at least 5 complete threads could be tapped in the square
extrusion. Next the applied shearing stress on the threads was calculated. The total shearing
force was the sum of the preload, calculated in Appendix N as a range between 10,476-14,286
lbf, and the predicted axle weight (280lbs) divided over 8 bolts. To determine the total cross
sectional area of the threads, the width of the thread in contact with the upright was
determined and multiplied by the circumference of the M16x2 tapped hole and the number of
total threads. This resulted in a shear stress between 18,001-24,527 psi on the threads. Using
the Von Misses Yield Criterion, the threads will not yield since A500 steel as a rated yield stress
of approximately 46,000 psi. The resulting safety factor was calculated to be between 2.551.88. Even though the safety factor did not reach the target value of three, the results still
produced relative safety for these conservative calculations. More detailed analysis for the
square upright’s tapped holes can be found in Appendix O. The radius of the square uprights
also led to the slight modification of the fins. The inner and outer fins were redesigned so that
both fit the contours of the rounded corners while still remaining flush with the square
extrusions. The final modified image of the rear axle can be seen below (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Modified final design of the deDion rear axle

deDion Machining
In order for the 1998 Front Dodge Hub to fit inside the disk brake rotor, the mounting
flange of the hub needed to be turned from a diameter of 8.335” to approximately 7.98”
(Figure 36). This operation will not reduce the strength of the hub bearing assembly, since the
material being removed is excess material used only to spatially locate the disc rotor on the
1998 Dodge Ram. The difficulty in machining the mounting flange is that a bearing makes it
rotate independently from the rest of the hub. To correct for this, the machining was
performed on a mill with the use of a rotary table (Figure 37). The rotary table is equipped with
a three jaw chuck which can be used to grip the hub by the lip. This table is situated on the mill
so that as it rotates, the hub will be turned to the correct outer diameter with an end mill. Once
the diameter was turned to its appropriate dimension, the end mill was replaced with a
chamfering tool and a chamfer was added to the face of the mounting flange that contacts the
disc rotor. Using a rotary table instead of a lathe was more preferable because the rotation of
the bearing did not have to be constrained while machining.
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Turned Diameter: 7.98”

Mounting Flange
Hub Lip

Original Diameter: 8.335”
Figure 36. Specified turned diameter of 1998 Front Dodge Hub.

Figure 37. 3 Jaw Chuck Rotary Table used to turn the mounting flange of the hub.

The square uprights are made from ASTM A500 steel with a square outer dimension of
6” and a 0.5” wall thickness. The material arrived as a single 16” length square tube. Using a
horizontal band saw, the tube was cut into two 8” length pieces. Since the uprights are welded
to the back of the BBP it is critical that this welded face of the tube be machined perpendicular
to the length of the tube. One upright was squared up and cut to length on the manual mill
using an 11/16” high speed steel (HSS) end mill. To increase speed and efficiency, the second
upright was machined using a carbide face cutter on the CNC machine. Images of both these
machining processes can be seen below (Figure 38). The uprights were then drilled and hand
threaded with a HSS M16x2 plug tap.
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Figure 38. Using the manual mill (left) and the CNC (right) to square and cut the uprights to length

The deDion tube is made from AISI 4130 chromoly steel. The ½” thick tube has an outer
diameter of 4.01” and was originally 52.143” inches long. The length was ordered oversized in
order to ensure that the ends of the tube were perpendicular to its length. This geometric
relation helps to maintain wheel alignment of the rear axle. A large lathe was used to face both
sides of the tubing until the target measurement of 51.912” was met. The setup of the tube in
the lathe can be seen in the figures below.

Figure 39. The deDion tube set up in lathe for facing the part to length.

All the fins were cut out of 0.5” thick A514 steel plating. The fin box plates, the top and
bottom rectangular plates, were squared and cut to length on a mill. A grinder was then used to
add the ¼” chamfer on the parts. The inner and outer fins were CNCed using the purchased ¾”
diameter four flute TIALN carbide end mill. While machining one of the inner fins, a tooth of
the end mill broke off. The cause was attributed to the chattering of the part rather than the
set feeds and speeds. The tool was still usable once the feeds and speeds were adjusted for a
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three flute tool. To correct for the chattering, the parts were secured more tightly on the CNC
table (Figure 40). After the parts were machined, the outer fins’ tail ends, where the square
extrusion and the fins meet, were grinded down so as to not obstruct the leaf spring bolt holes.

Figure 40. The CNC set up and machining of the inner fin.

The next machining process to be performed was the brake backing plate. The BBPs
were milled by a CNC machine; each were made out of a solid 12”x8”x1 3/8” A36 steel billet.
The CNCing was broken up into three phases.
The first phase included facing the back of the BBP (the side that gets welded to the
uprights), the profiling of the general shape of the part, the ABS sensor slot, the tapped M16x2
brake caliper holes, the four clearance holes for the M14 hub bolts, and the clearance hole for
the hub. It was important that the back be flat on both parts in order to maintain wheel
alignment of the rear axle. The facing and profiling were performed with the damaged ¾”
diameter four flute end mill; just like with the fins, the speeds and feeds were adjusted for a
three toothed cutter. Next, the ABS sensor slot was machined with a ¼” diameter four flute
square TIALN carbide end mill. The brake caliper holes were drilled with a M14 drill, which was
later hand threaded with a HSS M16x2 plug tap. Initially, M15 clearance holes were specified
for the hub bolts. These holes were machined with the ¼” end mill since the Cal Poly shops did
not have a metric drill in this size. But, after breaking the tool during this operation, a 19/32”
drill was used instead. The clearance hole for the hub was then machined with the ¾” end mill.
While later trying to fit the hub into the part, the hole, for some undetermined reason, was a
couple thousandths on an inch undersized. This was corrected by placing the BBPs in the
manual mill and enlarging the holes with an adjustable boring head to give a three thousandths
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inch clearance. The holes were then chamfered to eliminate any interference with the hubs.
Figure 41 illustrates a few of the machining processes of phase one.

Figure 41. Phase one of machining the brake backing plate.

For the second phase, the BBP was flipped and the front side was CNCed. The front side
includes a square extruded surface where the hub resides. Using a carbide face cutter, this
surface was machined. The ¾” carbide cutter was then used to clean up its profile. A radius was
added where the extruded surface meets the rest of the BBP in order to eliminate stress
concentrations. This was done with a ¼” HSS ball end mill. One of the edges was not machined
with a radius so as to not obstruct the positioning of the brake shoe mount. The figures below
show the machining that was involved with phase two.
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Figure 42. Phase two of machining the brake backing plate.

The third phase consisted of various other machining processes to complete the BBP.
The necessary holes were drilled and hand tapped into the part. Next, the tapered slot was
CNCed on the back side of the BBP by first using the ¼” four flute carbide end mill and then
finishing with the ¼” HSS ball end mill. Lastly, the back edge of the BBP was chamfered on the
manual mill with a 45° countersink tool to eliminate interference with the brake caliper. This
chamfer was the last machining process of the part. The images below illustrate the third and
final phase of the BBP.

Figure 43. Phase three of machining the brake backing plate.

The brake shoe mounts were squared and manually milled to dimensions of
2.123”x2.050”x1” out of 1018 steel. The side slots were then machined with a 5/16” HSS end
mill. Next, the holes above the side slots were drilled out; the purpose of this hole is to provide
clearance for the shaft of the T-slot cutter as it completes the side slots. The arc of the piece
was made with a carbide cutter in an adjustable boring head (Figure 44). The proper radius was
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set by cutting into a piece of plastic and adjusting the boring head until the correct diameter
was made. The 19 degree chamfers were then milled with the use of chamfer blocks. The slots
were completed with a 1” diameter T-slot cutter (Figure 44) and ¼” holes were drilled on the
bottom of the piece to allow for locating pins. Both parts were then grinded slightly to fit on the
BBP and welded on.

Figure 44. Machining the arc with an adjustable boring head (left) and machining the slots with a T-slot
cutter (right) in the brake shoe mount.

The brake clip attachments were manufactured out of A36 1.5”x 3”x 1/8” steel tubing.
The thickness of the steel and the fact that the tube already had a 90 degree bend to it created
an ease of manufacturing for the part. The mounting holes were drilled to a 9/32” clearance
for the 1/4” mounting bolts. The other side of the clips were bored out to a 14 mm clearance
then filed down to fit which turned out to be a 0.572” clearance to fit into the parking brake
system. This was mounted to the inside of the BBP in line with the slot necessary for the
parking brake to be engaged.
The brake tie down tabs, which replaced the dust shield attachments from the stock
braking assembly, were manufactured out of 14 gage sheet metal. The pattern was roughly cut
out of the sheet using a vertical band saw and refined using the bench grinder to the correct
shape. Next, the tabs were drilled with 9/32” clearance holes in order to accommodate the ¼”
bolts and the parking brake hardware from the original system. After the holes were drilled,
they were bent at right angles to match the final shape. They were then bolted onto the
outside face of the BBP so the drum brakes could be held in place (Figure 45).
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Figure 45. Brake tie down tab attached to brake backing plate.

Shock mounts on the original axle were forward facing which means the holes to mount
the shock were mounted in front of the solid axle. In order to reuse the same shocks with the
original location, the mounts of the deDion axle were mounted in the opposite orientation. The
flat parts were cut out of 10 gage sheet metal by WaterJetCentral in Paso Robles, CA. After the
parts were cut and delivered, they were bent into position. Since the sheet bender could not
fully bend the part, due to its shape, the mount was hammered into its final form by hand.
They were then tack-welded to the deDion tube so that they can be fully welded by EV Grid’s
professional welder. The figure below shows the mount before it was attached to the axle
(Figure 46).

Figure 46. Shock Mounts

Jig Design and Machining
To weld the axle together, the design necessitated the use of two different welding jigs
in order to keep all of the critical dimensions within tolerance, the small jig, to line up the BBP
and leaf spring attachments, and the large jig, to weld the tube to the two fins. The small jig
was created to line up the BBP to the square extrusion of the leaf spring attachments. The jig
was a small square plate with the inside dimensions of the square extrusions and tapped with a
9/16-18 hole. The clearance of the bolts was 0.05" from the holes on the BBP. There is also a
slot cut into one of the square's sides to accommodate the weld bead from the square
extrusion. The bolts are inserted through the clearances holes on the BBP and then screwed
into the jig. The square leaf spring attachments are then placed on top of the jig plate and two
of sides will line up with the plate. The plate is made out of aluminum to ensure any
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penetration of the weld will not stick to the jig plate to make the plate reusable for many
applications shown below (Figure 47. Square Extrusion, Jig and BBP

Figure 47. Square Extrusion, Jig and BBP

The other, larger jig, keeps the entire axle assembly within tolerances and uses the holes
on the leaf springs as attachments to hold down the assembly in the proper orientation while it
is being welded. The jig is made of two 6”x6” square angle blocks with clearance holes drilled
out to fit the M16 bolts. The angle blocks had interference with the M16 bolts so the ribs had
to be milled down to a distance of 4.47” from the bottom of the block to accommodate the bolt
heads and washers.
The blocks are then attached to a 12”x6” steel plate that is bolted to the bottom which
keeps the flatness of the uprights in two directions which means they are in plane with the
other attachment. The steel plate block is then bolted on one side to the first square tube and
the opposite side is welded to the second tube since bolts would interfere with the uprights.
When creating this jig, a separator bar was created with the exact distance that the uprights
needed to be spaced which kept the jig in place while welding together (Figure 48).
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Figure 48. Separator Bar (43.41” in length) Used to Locate the Uprights

After the plates were tack welded to the second tube, the separator bar was removed
and the assembly was fully welded together (Figure 49).

Figure 49. Team Member Welding the Plates to the Support Bar
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Welding
To attach the individual pieces that make up the deDion axle assembly, they must be
welded together. The steps involved in this welding process must conform to structural welding
code D1.1 as published by the American Welding Society (AWS) in order to ensure that proper
welding practice has been used with prequalified welded joints. The first step is to prepare the
base metal of the various parts in accordance with AWS standard D1.1, 3.2. This includes
ensuring that the surface be free of all moisture, slag, rust, grease, and other foreign material
that could cause hydrogen cracking or otherwise prevent proper welding.
Next, full penetration single bevel groove welds (with 0.5 inch throat thickness) can be
prepared in accordance with AWS D1.1 Joint Designation TC-U4b-GF where α=45°, R≤ 0.0625in
and f=0.0625in (Figure 50) For each welded joint, the weld preparation and steps will vary
slightly based on the geometry. All welds must be reinforced with fillet welds of thickness equal
to 0.125 inches since the welds will be dynamically loaded. The root of each weld should be
backgouged to sound metal at welder’s discretion before the reinforcing fillet weld can be
added on the second side. According to the prequalified joint designation used for these welds,
the welding method used cannot be gas tungsten arc or gas metal arc using short circuiting
transfer. It is suggested that MIG welding technique be used, as TIG welding these joints would
be a very time intensive process.

Figure 50. Prequalified Joint Designation and Important Dimensions

The weld material used must be of equal tensile and yield strength to the base material
( ASTM A514), based on AWS standard D1.1, Table 4.1. If welding with SMAW, in accordance
with AWS D1.1, 4.5.3 electrodes of any classification lower than E100XX-X must be dried for at
least 1 hour at temperatures between 700 and 800 °F. If welding with MIG, weld electrode of
classification ER 110S-X should be used. To prevent hydrogen or residual stress cracking, the
base material must be preheated to a minimum temperature of 150°F before welding
commences. Inter-pass temperatures should not fall below 150°F and must not exceed 400°F.
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Since the parking brake shoe boss and the brake backing plate are made from ASTM A36
steel, the MIG welding electrode used to weld these two parts together can be a much milder
ER70S-X classification. To weld the A36 brake backing plate to the A500 square upright, the
same ER70S-X filler material can be used. The ER 110S-X filler metal becomes necessary when
welding the A514 fins to the A500 square upright and when welding the SAE 4130 deDion tube
to the A514 fins.
The first step in welding the assembly together is to weld the brake backing plate to the
square extrusion upright (weld drawing DSP1-2W1). For this, the four edges of the square
extrusion that come into contact with the BBP should be beveled to 45° from the outside
leaving a 1/16in root face so that the extrusion can be welded to the BBP using the specified full
penetration groove weld TC-U4b-GF as shown above. It is important during this process to keep
in mind that the ears on the brake backing plate which contain the threaded holes to attach the
brake caliper to must be facing the rear of the vehicle; to accomplish this, the brake backing
plate must be orientated differently depending on whether the upright being welded will be
placed on the driver side or the passenger side of the finished axle (see deDion assembly
pictures). After this step, the parking brake shoe boss can be welded to the brake backing plate
(weld drawing DSP1-2-2W). To perform this welding operation, the three edges of the parking
brake shoe boss that do not face the square boss on the brake backing plate should be beveled
at 45° in preparation for the 5/16in fillet weld that will join the two pieces together along those
three edges.
Once the parking brake boss has been welded to the BBP, the fins that will eventually
connect the square extrusion to the deDion tube can be welded to the square extrusion (weld
drawing DSP1-2W2). At this point, only the vertical fins will be welded to the plate. These fins
will be full-penetration single-bevel groove welded with AWS Joint Designation TC-U4b-GF,
using a root opening of 1/16in (at welder’s discretion) and a root face of 1/16in. The outer
edges of the plates will be the beveled edges for this step, so that the majority of the welding
does not have to be done within the 4.25in spacing between the two plates. After the bevel
side has been built up completely, the inside edge will need to be backgouged before the
reinforcing ¼in fillet weld can be added on the inside. It is critical for this joint that the materials
are preheated to 150°F before welding commences, and that the inter-pass temperatures do
not fall below 150°F while not exceeding 400°F. Next, the deDion tube can be welded to the fins
(weld drawing DSP1W1). The weld procedures for this step should mirror the weld procedures
from the previous step, except that instead of beveling the edge of the plate that will close off
the end of the deDion tube, the edge of the deDion tube itself should be beveled using a root
opening of 1/16in if necessary and a root face of 1/16in. When this welding step is performed,
the two uprights being welded to the deDion tube should be secured into the jig in order to
ensure that critical dimensions and orientations of the axle be maintained.
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The last step in the welding process is to weld the fin boxing plates between the fins
(weld drawing DSP1W2). Three edges of each of these plates need to be beveled: the two long
edges and the short edge on the end of the plate that will be welded to the square extrusion.
The edge of the plate that will be welded to the deDion tube does not need to be beveled since
the radius of the tube will act as the bevel in this joint. Since the plate will entirely block access
to the inside edge when welding is complete, the inside edge of the plate cannot be
backgouged or fillet welded. With these exceptions, the welding of these four plates will be
done similarly to the two previous steps: AWS Joint Designation TC-U4b-GF, using an optional
root opening of 1/16in and a necessary root face of 1/16in. Preheat and inter-pass
temperatures are critical here as well.
 Welding drawings and step by step instructions can be found in Appendix L and M
respectively.
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Chapter 6
Design Verification
Table 13. deDion Design and Verification Plan
deDion DVP&R
TEST PLAN
Item
No

Specification or
Clause
Reference

Test
Description

Test
Acceptance
Responsibility
Criteria

TEST REPORT
SAMPLE
Test Stage

Geometry
verification of
brake backing
plate

Rapid prototype
the brake
backing plate

2

FEA Analysis

Finite element
analysis
Before
analyzes axle
Results
fabrication of
bending stiffness match hand Mark Shushnar
the deDion
and location of
calculations
axle
potential stress
concentrations.

3

Geometric
verification of
entire straight
deDion tube
assembly

Construct
inexpensive
prototype out of
easy to machine
materials

Fit or no Fit

4

CVJ clearance

Install CV's and
check maximum
angularity
clearance

Fit or no Fit,
Ease of
Assembly

Strain Gauge
Test

Attach strain
gauges to critical
points of the axle
during loading to
test for stress

Stresses are
similar to
those
predicted by
model

1

5

Fit or no Fit

Team

Quantity

Before
structural
analysis of
BBP

TIMING
Start
Finish
Date
Date

TEST RESULTS
Test
Quantity Quantity
Result
Pass
Fail

NOTES

1

1/15/2013 1/21/2013

Fit

1

0

The BBP fit although the
orientation in the solid
model needs to be
adjusted to the OEM
shoe attachment
location.

1

2/252013 3/18/2013

Passed

1

0

The results from the FEA
analysis roughly
matched the calculated
results.

Team

Before
fabrication of
the straight
deDion tube
assembly

1

3/25/2013

4/6/2013

Fit

1

0

Team

After prototype
of full deDion
assembly is
complete

1

3/25/2013

4/6/2013

Fit

2

0

Team

After assembly
of the straight
deDion tube

1

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Prototype integrated well
with wheel components.
The model helped to
correct positioning of
leaf spring bolts on the
square extrusions.
The CV joints had
maximum angularity
clearance and proved
easy to assemble in the
final deDion rear axle
assembly.
Time did not permit to
follow through with this
test. It is highly
recommended that a test
like this be completed by
EV Grid on a later date.

Completed Tests
The first test performed was a geometric verification of the dimensions of the brake
backing plate (BBP) for the straight deDion assembly. The new BBP is designed with an extruded
square feature. This feature’s purpose is to maintain the original spacing between the hub and
the brake caliper. The bake backing plate also incorporates a mount for the brake shoes. As the
BBP prototype in the Design Development stage showed, the shoes need to be raised at least a
quarter of an inch so as to not interfere with the hub. To insure the legitimacy of the modified
design, a rapid ABS prototype of the extruded square feature and brake shoe mount was made
(Figure 51).
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Figure 51. Rapid ABS prototype of the extruded square feature and brake shoe mount.

The MDF brake backing plate was assembled with the ABS prototype. The 98’ Front
Dodge Hub and brake shoes were then placed on the assembly to verify the geometry (Figure
52). The test showed that the overall design of the brake backing plate was a success; the
interference between the brake shoes and the hub were eliminated and the hub maintained its
original spacing from the brake caliper. The test validated the geometry of designed brake
backing plate.

Figure 52. Geometric verification of the brake backing plate.

FEA Analysis
A finite element analysis of the model was performed on the rear deDion axle assembly.
The model analyzes axle bending stiffness and location of potential stress concentrations. See
Appendix P for full FEA analysis report.
Geometric Verification of Straight deDion Tube Assembly
A full scale model of the deDion axle was created to dimensionally validate the design.
The prototype was not designed to carry load, but rather provide insight on how the assembly
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fits together in the Ford E-250 chassis. It was made out of inexpensive material such as MDF
wood and PVC tubing, and was fastened together with wood glue and screws. The model
fulfilled its purpose. It showed that the location for the leaf spring mounting holes in our solid
model were not correct. This allowed the team to adjust the design before machining into
expensive steel material. The prototype validated integration with wheel components; the hub,
disc rotor, and brake caliper were able to correctly mount to the modeled BBP. Overall, the
model was successful in confirming the geometric dimension of the final design. The figures
below illustrate the geometric testing performed with the prototype.

Figure 53. Geometric testing performed with the full scale prototype of the deDion rear axle.

Future Tests
Strain Gauge Testing
The strain gauge test was created to check critical points on the rear axle assembly for
stresses during loading. Due to a shortage in time, this test was never accomplished by the Cal
Poly team. It his highly recommended that this test or a similar test be conducted before use of
this rear axle. What follows is the procedure of the strain gauge test that we were planning on
doing before time ran out.
In order to validate the loading and stress models developed to size the welds, the
finished axle will undergo testing with strain gauges placed at strategic points. To select the
points that the strain gauges will be fixed to, the FEA models of the assembly and the hand
calculations that were developed will be analyzed to pick the areas of maximum stress. Since
the weld throat is 0.5”, the strain gauges can be placed directly onto the welds if necessary. The
critical stress in a weld is shear stress, so the strain gauges will be placed parallel to the weld
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throat in these critical locations. To attach and operate the strain gauges, all of the required
procedures by the strain gauge manufacturer will be followed.
To perform the testing, the completed axle assembly will be attached at one wheel
mounting end to a rigid surface while the free end is loaded at the leaf spring mounting surface.
The free end will be subjected to varying forces in different directions in order to simulate
multiple different vehicle loadings. None of the loads that the deDion assembly will be
subjected to during these tests will be as large as the actual loadings that it will see in use, but
they will be large enough to accurately gauge the strain and thus the stress in the welds at
these loadings to compare them to what the FEA and hand calculation models developed by
the group predict for the same loadings.

Management Plan
The management plan for this Senior Project group provides a basic layout of which
team members were primarily responsible for which tasks. Team members often collaborated
over various tasks, such as report writing, design, fabrication and testing.
Table 14. Management Plan
Team
Member
Nick Schraan
Mark
Shushnar
Will Swenson
Ramy Tall

Responsibilities
Welding analysis, SolidWorks modeling, manufacturing considerations, testing
plans
Team point of contact with sponsor, analysis, manufacturing considerations,
part acquisition
Analysis, testing plans, manufacturing considerations, SolidWorks modeling
Analysis, budgeting, testing plans, weekly progress report, prototype
fabrication, machining
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The goal of this project was to develop a deDion axle with the following characteristics:
-Reuse stock equipment Ford leaf springs
-Reuse stock equipment Ford brake components (rotor, caliper, shoes, etc)
-Reuse stock equipment Ford shock absorbers with similar motion ratio
-Incorporate/specify an outboard CV joint
-Incorporate commercially available wheel hub
-Incorporate wheel speed sensing
-Maintain the same wheel lug pattern as original axle
-Total suspension lift should not be greater than 1 inch
-Total unsprung weight must not be greater than stock equipment Dana 9.75 weight
-Total Budget: $2500
The results are that the senior project team met every goal specified above. Our deDion
axle bolts to the existing Ford leaf springs and the stock Ford brake components are a direct
swap as well. We were able to make space for a CV joint from a 2002 Chevy 1500 pickup
underneath the leaf spring with a total suspension lift of exactly one inch. A commercially
available 1998 Dodge Ram 2500 hub is used that has the same wheel lug pattern as the OEM
Dana axle, but also has wheel speed sensing capability. The shock absorbers were mounted in
the same location as on the Dana axle, maintaining the same motion ratio as the original axle.
Lastly, the weight of the deDion axle is 47 pounds less than the OEM Dana 9.75 axle, meaning
that we have substantially reduced the unsprung mass of the rear suspension. Furthermore,
the project was under budget with a total cost of $2273.02.
The deDion axle is designed such that fabrication can be completed with minimal access
to complex machinery or fabrication processes. The entire assembly can be machined on a
standard size manual or CNC mill and welded by a qualified welder. No complicated large tube
bending or casting facilities are required. This enables the axle to be produced quickly and
easily during low volume production without large costs associated with tooling up for
production. The senior project team leaves EV Grid with a functional prototype along with the
drawings, jigs and tooling necessary to build more deDion axles of the same design.
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APPENDIX A: Quality Function Deployment Diagram
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APPENDIX B: Critical Dimensions of Brake Backing Plate
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APPENDIX C: Calculated Specifications for the Dana 9.75” Rear Axle under
GAWR
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APPENDIX D: Calculated Deflection of the Bent deDion Tube Concept with
Variable Terms
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APPENDIX E: deDion Fatigue Calculations
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APPENDIX F: Stresses on Straight deDion Tube Assembly
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APPENDIX G: Spreadsheets for Sizing the deDion Tube.

Figure G1. Spreadsheet of the geometric and aluminum material specifications for the square
extrusion and enclosed rib. (Note that yellow boxes indicate adjustable parameters)
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Figure G2. Spreadsheet of the usable material and geometric properties for a deDion tube
when aluminum is specified for the square extrusions and enclosed ribs.
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Figure G3. Spreadsheet of the geometric and steel material specifications for the square
extrusion and enclosed rib. (Note that yellow boxes indicate adjustable parameters)
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Figure G4. Spreadsheet of the usable material and geometric properties for a deDion tube
when steel is specified for the square extrusions and enclosed ribs.
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APPENDIX H: Lateral Force Calculations
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APPENDIX I: Weld Load and Equivalent von Mises Stress Calculations
Weld From Square Extrusion Uprights to Fins:
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101
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Maximum Stress Element in Weld Area Will be Located at Any Outer Corner:
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Weld From Fins to deDion Tube:
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APPENDIX J: Gantt Chart
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APPENDIX K: Part and Jig Drawings
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APPENDIX L: Weld Drawings
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APPENDIX M: Welding Instructions
Assembly Instruction Steps
1.) Brake Backing Plate and Square Extrusion Assembly. Bolt the aluminum jig plate to the brake
caliper mounting plate. Place the brake caliper mounting plate on top of the square tube, using
the aluminum jig plate for alignment. The word “TOP” should be visible through the circular
bore in the brake caliper mounting plate. After tack welding, remove the aluminum jig plate
before finish welding. There is only one aluminum jig plate, it is used for both the driver and
passenger sides.
Orient the brake caliper mounting plate so that the brake caliper holes are on the bottom side
of the jig as shown below in figure 3.

PASSENGER:

Aluminum Jig
Plate

DRIVER:

Square Tube

Figure 1. Passenger Side

Caliper Mounting
Plate

Figure 2. Driver Side

Caliper Mounting
Holes

Figure 3: Bolt Square tubes to jig. Ensure the brake caliper mounted plates are oriented down as shown
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2.) Bolt the square tube and caliper mounting plate assemblies onto the jig as shown above in
figure 3. Place the Inboard Fins on top of the square tubes as shown below in figure 4 and weld.
The fins should be flush with the end of the square tube.

Inboard Fins

Figure 4: Inboard Fins

3.) Place the outboard fins on top of the square tube and weld. The spacing of the fins is found in
the attached drawing.

Outboard
Fins

Figure 5: Outboard Fins
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4.) Insert separator bar between the uprights and make it flush against the angle blocks. This will
help to maintain alignment before welding the tube.

Separator Bar

Figure 6. Insert separator bar

5.) Place the 4” round tube on top of the fins and weld.

Figure 7: Weld round tube

6.) Place the four square plates in the locations shown and weld.

Square Plate
(x4)

Figure 8: Insert the square fins and weld
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Round Tube
“deDion Tube”

APPENDIX N: Determining Grade of Leaf Spring U-bolt from the Ford E-250
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APPENDIX O: Square Extrusion Tapped Hole Analysis
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APPENDIX P: Finite Element Analysis of the deDion Axle
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A Finite Element Model of a deDion Axle Assembly
Final Report
Mark Shushnar
ME404-72
California Polytechnic State University
Submitted: March 18th, 2013

ABSTRACT
A deDion axle assembly designed for an aftermarket conversion of a Ford E250 van was
analyzed with ABAQUS/Explicit under varying loading conditions. The object was to determine
if the axle assembly meets the minimum stiffness design requirements as well as to determine
locations of possible stress concentrations that would require further in depth analysis. The
four loading cases consisted of separately applying the maximum cornering, tractive and
vertical loads and then a final case where all three loads are applied simultaneously. A three
dimensional ABAQUS model was developed by modeling all custom fabricated components of
the axle as shell elements and purchased components as rigid bodies. The individual parts,
which are welded together in the physical world, are constrained using Tie Constraints in the
ABAQUS model. A convergence study yielded a mesh seed size of 0.5 inches using quadratic
quadrilaterals for all parts. For mesh quality reasons, the “inside fin” part required a smaller
mesh seed size of 0.25”. The model was verified by comparing the vertical displacement results
of the model to detailed hand-calculations when a 2270 lb (GAWR) vertical load was applied.
The results of the FE analysis show that the axle has a bending stiffness of 121,000 lb./in. which
exceeds the required axle bending stiffness of 89,300 lb./in. The FE analysis also identified areas
of stress concentration that will require further investigation with a three-dimensional solid
element model.

BACKGROUND
A deDion axle assembly is a type of beam axle that can be used to enable the differential or
transaxle to be mounted to the vehicle frame as sprung mass on the axle centerline. Since the
differential is on the axle centerline, the axle is bent or longitudinally displaced so as to not
cause the axle to interfere with the differential during the full range of motion of the
suspension. This particular deDion design consisted of a round “deDion tube” offset from the
axle centerline. The deDion tube is welded to 4 flat plates called “fins.” These fins are then
welded to a “square tube”. This square tube is located on the axle centerline and is where the
leaf spring, wheel hub, and brake caliper are connected to the axle
assembly.
Top Fin
Outside Fin

Wheel Hub

Brake Mounting
Plate

Leaf Spring Mounting Holes

Inside Fin
Square Tube

Bottom Fin

Figure 1: View of axle assembly and exploded view.

It is very important that the deDion axle have a bending stiffness that is no less than 90% of the
original equipment Dana 9.75” axle’s bending stiffness of 89,300 lb./in. This stiffness is defined
as the difference in vertical deflection between the center point of the wheel and the point
where the leaf spring mounts to the axle.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The ABAQUS model of the axle consisted of 8 parts, two of which were rigid bodies. The deDion
tube, square tube and top and bottom fins were created as extruded 3D shell’s in the ABAQUS
sketcher. The wheel hub and brake mounting plate were imported from Solidworks and
converted to a rigid body. The inside and outside fins were also imported from Solidworks and
converted to 3D shells. Section thicknesses and offsets were assigned to shell parts as dictated
by table 2 below. The shell parts were oriented with the thin shell surface corresponding with
the surface of the physical 3D parts that would be welded to another part. The section offset
was then set as either the top or bottom surface of the shell depending upon which option
located the part section where it was supposed to be in the physical model. The section offsets
were then verified to be in the correct location by commanding ABAQUS to render the shell
thicknesses in the assembly viewer. All separate axle components were created as individual
parts and then rotated and translated in the assembly module to orient the axle components
with respect to the vehicle axis defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers. All of the parts
are modeled using steel as the material. Table 1 below describes the steel properties used.
Table 1: Material Properties Used for Steel

Modulus of Elasticity, E (Mpsi)
Modulus of Rigidity, G (Mpsi)
Poisson's Ratio, v

30
11.5
0.3

Table 2: Summary table of section thicknesses and offsets and dimensional overview.

Section
Fin Bottom
Fin Top
Fin Inside
Fin Outside
Square Tube
deDion Tube

Thickness
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"

Offset
Top Surface
Top Surface
Bottom Surface
Top Surface
Bottom Surface
Top Surface

In order to reduce the complexity of modeling the axle assembly, the FE model was defeatured
in two methods. The first method used was to remove the leaf spring mounting holes from the
top of the square tube. These holes are pointed out in figure 1. The second method used
modeled the wheel hub and the brake mounting plate as rigid bodies. This was done because

these parts are very stiff and will have
negligible deflection under the applied loads;
however they have very complicated
geometries that would require a large
amount of resources to produce a welldeveloped mesh. Complexity of the model
was further reduced through the use of
symmetry. The axle is geometrically
symmetric about the vehicle centerline, so
only the left hand side of the axle assembly
was modeled.
The axle’s motion is constrained in two
locations. The first boundary condition is a yaxis symmetry boundary condition on the
center face of the deDion tube. This prevents
the face from translating in the y-direction as
well as rotating about the X or Z axis. This is
what forces the deDion tube to take the
bending moment that it would develop in the
physical axle. This constraint is shown in
figure 2.

Figure 2: Depiction of symmetry constraint on the plane of symmetry
of the deDion Tube

The second boundary condition models the
reaction forces that occur at the connection
to the leaf spring. To create this boundary
condition, a rigid body constraint first had to
be created at the location of the leaf spring.
This constraint ties all of the motion of the Figure 3: Leaf Spring attachment modeled as a rigid body. The rigid body is
rigid body to the motion of the reference highlighted in red. The point fixed by the boundary condition is the reference
point which is defined to be located in the point in the center of this highlighted region.
center of the highlighted region in figure 3.
A boundary condition that fixed translation in all three axes as well as rotation about the y-axis
was then applied to the reference point to model the reaction of the leaf spring on the deDion
assembly. This boundary condition is a fairly accurate representation of the physical
connection between the leaf springs and the axle. The loads in the x-y plane are transferred to
the leaf spring through the clamping friction between the leaf spring and the axle. Therefore
the entire surface of the axle that is clamped to the leaf spring will more or less move exactly as
the leaf spring does. This is similar to the rigid body constraint where all of the constrained
surfaces move exactly as the reference point moves.

The square tube to brake mounting plate connection required the
use of a rigid body constraint at the outboard side of the square
tube. This constrained the movement of the outside face of the
Figure 4: Rigid tie constraint on the end of the
square tube to the reference point defined in the center of the
square tube
square tube. This reference point could then be tied to a reference
point on the rigid brake mounting plate. This rigid body constraint is depicted in figure 4.
Without the rigid body constraint, any moment carried in the brake mounting plate would not
be appropriately reacted by the square tube, eliminating a large portion of the load the physical
axle carries.
Four different loading cases were applied to the axle. All loads in the model were applied to the
reference point of the wheel hub, however the lateral corning load is actually developed by the
forces between the contact patch of the tire with the ground. This means that in the FEA
model, a lateral force as well as a moment resulting from the lateral force times the radius of
the tire (13”) must be applied to accurately simulate the applied loading and the resulting
bending stress and strain that the physical axle would be subjected to. The longitudinal braking
force also acts at the contact patch between the tire and the road surface. This creates a
moment equal to the braking force times the radius of the tire that is reacted by the brake
mounting plate and carried through the axle to the leaf springs. Similar to the lateral force, a
braking moment must also be applied to the axle to accurately model the true loading
conditions.
Table 3: Loadings applied for 4 different cases.

Applied Forces (lbs.)

Case

Description

1
2
3
4

Gross Axle Weight Rating
Lateral Loading
Braking
Combined Max Loading

X-Axis
0
0
-2500
-2500

Y-Axis
0
-2000
0
-2000

Z-Axis
-2760
0
0
-3400

Figure 5: Top view highlighting in red the
reference point where loading was applied.

Applied Moments (in.-lbs.)
X-Axis
0
26000
0
-26000

Y-Axis
0
0
-32500
-32500

Z-Axis
0
0
0
0

MESH DEVELOPMENT AND CONVERGEANCE
All shell elements were meshed using quadratic quadrilateral elements. The mesh convergence
was checked using loading case 1, the Gross Axle Weight Rating condition, described previously
in table 3. Convergence was studied by comparing the vertical displacement of the hub versus
the degrees of freedom of the model. The degrees of freedom of the model were varied by
halving the seed size of the mesh on all parts simultaneously. The mesh was considered
converged when percent difference of displacement between a seed size and the next halved
seed size was less than 2%. The mesh eventually converged at a seed size of 0.5” for all parts,
52191 degrees of freedom and 4504 quadratic quadrilateral shell elements.

Vertical Displacement of Whee (inches)

Table 4: Convergence study plot. The model converged with 52191 degrees of
freedom.

0.0232

0.0228

0.0224

0.022
10000

60000

110000

160000

Model Degrees of Freedom

210000

Figure 6: Location checked for vertical
displacement (Z direction) for mesh convergence
study is highlighted with a red arrow and dot.

Mesh quality was studied after convergence was obtained. The aspect ratio and skew angle for the mesh
on each part was checked to verify that it meet the guidelines put forth below in table 5. During these
checks, it was found that the mesh on the inside fin was not of high enough quality. There were two
elements with skew angles outside of the maximum skew angles allowable. To resolve this problem, the
seed size on only the inside fin part was increased from the converged size of 0.5” to a seed size of
0.25”. This created a mesh that was within all of the refinement parameters specified in table 5. All
other parts had meshes of acceptable quality using 0.5” element seed sizes.

Figure 7: With a larger seed
size of 0.5” one element,
highlighted in purple, has a
skew angle outside of
acceptable limits.

Figure 8: The smaller
seed size has brought the
mesh quality within
acceptable limits for the
inside fin.

Table 5: Guidelines used to check quality of meshes

Max Skew Angle
Max Aspect Ratio

45⁰
4

Table 6: Results of mesh quality analysis

Part

Bottom Fin
Inside Fin
Outside Fin
Top Fin
Square Tube
deDion Tube

Seed
Size

Ave
AR

Max
AR

% of
elements
with AR > 4

0.5"
0.5"
0.25"
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"
0.5"

1.11
1.26
1.22
1.20
1.11
1.07
1.04

1.11
3.96
2.58
1.95
1.11
1.14
1.05

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Ave
Min
skew
angle

Min
skew
angle

Ave
Max
skew
angle

Max
skew
angle

90.00
80.75
80.31
81.91
90.00
89.84
90.00

90.00
43.85
47.07
60.21
90.00
89.25
90.00

90.00
99.07
99.85
99.46
90.00
90.16
90.00

90.00
137.80
131.68
128.00
90.00
90.75
90.00

%
elements
with skew
angle >
±45⁰
0.00
1.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

FE ANALYSIS
After developing a converged and high quality mesh, four separate FE models were developed
with the difference between the models being varying loading conditions. These four loading
conditions are described previously in table 3. Three loading cases simulate a load from the
static weight of the vehicle, the maximum cornering load, and the maximum braking load. The
fourth loading case is a combined loading situation with the maximum normal load the axle is
predicted to experience along with the max cornering and braking load used in the earlier
cases. The first attempt at running the model revealed that unchecking the box in the tie
constraints for “adjust slave surface initial condition” was required. Otherwise, the model ran
fine with no errors.

RESULTS
The original goal of performing an FE analysis on the wheelchair lift was to confirm that the axle
bending stiffness meet or exceeding a bending stiffness of 89,300 lb./in when a load is applied
at the wheel in the z direction. The FE analysis shows that the bending stiffness is 121,000 lb/in,
meaning the deDion axle design passes the bending stiffness requirements by 26.5%. The
validity of the model was checked by comparing this bending stiffness to a bending stiffness
predicted by hand calculations of 92,300 lb/in. This is a difference of 23.7% between the FE
model and the hand calculations.
Localized stress concentrations were discovered at the welded connections between the fins
and deDion tube as well as the connections between the fins and square tube. Since it is

unknown in a 3D shell element model if these stress concentrations are an accurate
representation of the physical part or a mere byproduct of the tied constraints used to
assemble the model, these locations of stress concentration will be recommended for further
study. Although not an original goal of the FE analysis, stresses in certain components were
reported to verify that the stresses in the model are below the yield stress of the material by a
factor of safety of 3. These stresses were taken at points located a distance away from the
stress concentrations to allow the stresses in the components to fully develop.
Table 7: Results of FE analysis for 4 different loading cases

Max Vertical Deflection-Hand Calcs
Max Vertical Deflection
Axle Vertical Bending Stiffness
Max deDion Tube bending stress (S22)
Max deDion Tube bending stress-Hand Calcs
Max deDion Tube von Mises Stress
Max Square Tube von Mises Stress
Stress Concentrations requiring further analysis
Stresses Exceeding 20 kpsi yield*

Gross Axle
Weight
Rating
-0.0299"
-0.0228"
121,000 lb/in
3531 psi
4672 psi
3531 psi
460 psi
Yes
No

Lateral
Loading
N/A
N/A
N/A
5484 psi
N/A
5484 psi
709 psi
Yes
No

Braking
N/A
N/A
N/A
-597 psi
N/A
597 psi
216 psi
Yes
No

Combined
Loading
N/A
N/A
N/A
1761 psi
N/A
1761 psi
179 psi
Yes
No

*4130 steel used for the axle assembly has a yield strength of approximately 60 kpsi, but a
factor of safety of 3 has been applied to the design.

Figure 11: Location of deflection of axle
measurement

Figure 10: Location of
measurement of square tube stress

Figure 9: Location of measurement of deDion tube
stress

DISCUSSION
There is a difference of 23.7% between the hand-calculations and the ABAQUS results for the
vertical deflection of the wheel for the loading case of the gross axle weight rating. The
ABAQUS result is stiffer for several likely reasons:
 The rigid body constraint for the leaf spring attachment mount is not accounted
for in the hand calculations. This should result in the ABAQUS model being
stiffer, which it is.
 Rigid parts are used for the wheel hub and brake mounting plate parts in the
ABAQUS model. Due to the complexities of these parts, the hand calculations
model them simply as an extension of the square tube. This should make the
hand calculations less stiff when compared to the ABAQUS model
The deDion axle had not yet been constructed at time of submittal of this report, but will be in
the near future to allow for instrumentation of the physical axle and validation of the axle
stiffness results predicted by this FE analysis.
The results of the deflection and stiffness analysis show that the axle bending stiffness of
121,000 lb./in. predicted by ABAQUS exceeds the stiffness of 89,300 lb./in. required by the axle
design specifications. This stiffness is calculated by dividing the applied vertical force at the
wheels by the relative deflection. Passing this bending stiffness requirement means that as long
as the stresses are within acceptable limits, the axle design can proceed to prototype
construction.

Deflection

Figure 12: Relative deflection between the center of the wheel hub and the leaf spring mounting location
used to compute the axle bending stiffness.

The stresses in this shell element model can only be considered accurate at locations far
enough away from the tied constraints and applications of point loads for the stresses to fully
develop in the parts. Once the stress is fully developed, simplified beam theory can be used to
perform a stress calculation relatively simply by hand. For this reason the stresses in the model
were not checked for convergence. The stress plots are therefore used only for the valuable
result of determining locations of possible stress concentrations that require further analysis

using 3D solid elements before any the cyclic stress can be used from the FE model to aid in the
calculation of the fatigue life of the axle.
Since the deDion axle will be dynamically loading with alternating and reversing stresses,
finding and analyzing stress concentrations are critical to prevent a failure of the axle from
starting at the location of a stress concentration. The 3D shell element model developed for this
report shows that stress concentrations likely occur at the welded connections between the
fins and the deDion tube and the fins and the square tube. Tie Constraints were used to model
these connections, which create an infinitely thin area when used with 3D shell elements. This
can create an artificial stress concentration in the FE model that may not be present at all or in
the same magnitude as the physical part. For this reason, locations of potential stress
concentration are pointed out in the following images of the report and suggested for further
evaluation using a 3D solid model of only the particular area of interest instead of the entire
axle assembly.

Figure 13: Locations of stress concentrations at the connections between the fins and deDion and square
tube. GAWR vertical loading case is shown. Similar stress concentrations developed in the 3 other case.

Figure 14: Locations of stress concentrations at the connections between the fins and deDion and square
tube. GAWR vertical loading case is shown. Similar stress concentrations developed in the 3 other case.

Overall, the results of the model are encouraging in that they indicate that a crucial component
of the specifications for the axle design, the bending stiffness, is meet. The next step in the
analysis of the axle assembly is to develop a 3D solid model of the stress concentration
locations pointed out in figures 13 and 14 to verify that maximum cyclic stress are below the
fatigue endurance limit of the material used.

CONCLUSION
A finite element analysis of a deDion axle was performed to find the axle bending stiffness as
well as locate any areas where stress concentrations may develop in the physical axle. A model
was created using 3D shell elements for all fabricated components of the axle and rigid bodies
for the wheel hub and brake mounting plate. Four separate loading cases were performed,
simulating a normal load, a braking load, a cornering load and a 4 th case with combined loading
in all three axes. The results of the FE analysis of the deDion axle showed that the axle has a
bending stiffness of 121,000 lb/in which is greater than the minimum required bending stiffness
of 89,300 lb/in. This means that a major specification for the performance of the axle is
achieved by this design. The results also identified locations of stress concentrations requiring
further in depth detailed analysis using 3D solid parts.

